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Abstract
Overlay networks are viewed as one of the solutions addressing the inefficiency and slow
evolution of the Internet and have been the subject of significant research. Most existing
overlays providing resilience and/or Quality of Service (QoS) need cooperation among
different network providers, but an inter-trust issue arises and cannot be easily solved.
In this thesis, we mainly focus on network-provider-independent overlays and investigate
their performance in providing two different types of service. Specifically, this thesis
addresses the following problems:
• Provider-independent overlay architecture: A provider-independent overlay
framework named Resilient Overlay for Mission-Critical Applications (ROMCA)
is proposed. We elaborate its structure including component composition and
functions and also provide several operational examples.
• Overlay topology construction for providing resilience service: We inves-
tigate the topology design problem of provider-independent overlays aiming to pro-
vide resilience service. To be more specific, based on the ROMCA framework, we
formulate this problem mathematically and prove its NP-hardness. Three heuris-
tics are proposed and extensive simulations are carried out to verify their effective-
ness.
• Application mapping with resilience and QoS guarantees: Assuming appli-
cation mapping is the targeted service for ROMCA, we formulate this problem as
an Integer Linear Program (ILP). Moreover, a simple but effective heuristic is
proposed to address this issue in a time-efficient manner. Simulations with both
synthetic and real networks prove the superiority of both solutions over existing
ones.
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• Substrate topology information availability and the impact of its accu-
racy on overlay performance: Based on our survey that summarizes the method-
ologies available for inferring the selective substrate topology formed among a group
of nodes through active probing, we find that such information is usually inaccurate
and additional mechanisms are needed to secure a better inferred topology. There-
fore, we examine the impact of inferred substrate topology accuracy on overlay
performance given only inferred substrate topology information.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement and Research Overview
The Internet has now become essential for modern life as a major way to access and
exchange information, thanks to the simplicity and flexibility of the TCP/IP protocol
suite that it is based upon. At an early stage of the development of the Internet, the best-
effort unicast-based service model was sufficient for a variety of applications and services,
such as web, file transfer and electronic mail exchange. Its success, together with the
advancement of the electronics industry, has in turn stimulated enormous growth [1] and
a wider development of network technologies and applications.
With the increasing popularity of the Internet and new applications coming to light,
the need for better service other than the best-effort one, such as higher resilience against
failure(s), high Quality of Service (QoS), and so forth, is growing. However, it is widely
recognized that Internet falls short in meeting additional service requirements [2, 3].
Two major factors limit the efficiency of the Internet in supporting these new require-
ments. Firstly, the distributed and autonomous nature of the Internet slows down or
even prohibits the process of deploying new features across the Internet to support new
requirements. The Internet has now expanded from a small network to a global net-
22
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work consisting of more than 30, 000 Autonomous Systems (AS) [4]. These ASes are
administered by different Internet Service Providers (ISP) with their own policies and
deployment strategies. Therefore, it is difficult to make fundamental changes to the
Internet infrastructure although it would be desirable for supporting new service require-
ments. Secondly, the de facto inter-domain routing protocol deployed across the Internet,
i.e. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), has proved to have many issues that need to be
addressed [5]. Although the performance of BGP has been historically acceptable, there
are continuing concerns about its ability to meet the demands of the rapidly evolving
Internet. For example, the re-convergence time (i.e. the time required for all routers to
have a consistent view of the network) can be as slow as several minutes, even tens of
minutes [6, 7]. During this period, traffic can be delayed or even get lost. Another exam-
ple is that the End-to-End (E2E) path selected based on BGP can be sub-optimal [5].
Although there are several proposals to improve the performance of the BGP proto-
col [7–9], issues such as how to globally deploy an improved version of BGP still needs
to be addressed.
In order to meet the QoS and resilience requirements of new services, a couple of
approaches have been proposed. The first strategy is to connect to multiple ISPs (i.e.
multi-homing), instead of single upstream ISP (i.e. single-homing), to reach the rest
of the Internet. There are two models for connecting a multi-homed customer to its
providers. The customer network can use one ISP as a primary provider and another as
the backup. Thus, the service can still be provided by switching to the backup provider
upon detecting loss of path to the primary provider. Alternatively, it can choose to
use multiple upstream ISPs and route the traffic to an ISP according to a cost and
performance evaluation. Although, multi-homing is a feasible solution, it is still far
from being widely deployed because of economical, management and security issues [10].
Moreover, multi-homing cannot remedy the problems facing inter-domain routing.
The second strategy to provide better availability and ensure higher performance is
to use an overlay. In overlay networks, traffic can be routed over one or more inter-
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mediate overlay nodes according to routing decisions made by periodically monitoring
the underlying network. This strategy has several merits. First of all, it does not need
any change to the Internet infrastructure, namely, the IP layer only needs to provide
basic connectivity between overlay nodes. Thus, it has been considered as one of the
promising solutions to facilitate the evolution of the Internet [11]. Secondly, it has the
flexibility of path selection according to application requirements and associated network
conditions at the time of the decision-making. Usually, end hosts do not have control of
the route, thus they will suffer performance degradation in the event of upstream route
failure. With the help of overlay networks, end hosts can achieve better performance by
using an alternative route provided by an overlay network. As illustrated in Figure 1.1,
the source node has multiple routes available to them with the help of the intermedi-
ate overlay nodes. Moreover, overlay networks can deal with the slow re-convergence of
BGP by reacting much quicker in case of network failures by routing through auxiliary
overlay nodes [12]. Thirdly, overlay networks facilitate the deployment and testing of
new services, algorithms and technologies. For example, Planetlab [13] is a well-known
overlay network with nodes scattered across the world. It has been exploited in many
research studies, with regard to multicasting, algorithms for Peer-to-Peer (P2P), overlay
Source
Destination
Native Path
Overlay Node A
Overlay Node B
Overlay Path 1
Overlay Path 2
Figure 1.1: Overlay routing architecture
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networks and so forth.
As illustrated in Figure 1.2, an overlay involves two layers, i.e. the overlay layer and
the substrate layer. In the underlying network, consisting of substrate nodes (including
end hosts and routers), packet routing and forwarding are carried out using a traditional
routing paradigm. The overlay network sits on top of the substrate network. Namely,
several underlying nodes are selected to function as overlay nodes and they are intercon-
nected with each other using overlay virtual links. Each of these overlay links, is actually
a path between the two associated substrate nodes in the underlying network. The main
advantage of an overlay is the availability of multiple paths between a pair of source
and destination nodes. Overlay nodes can route customer traffic using the best path
to the destination based on customer requirements bearing in mind the overlay network
conditions.
Most of the existing work on overlay networks is aimed at providing better ser-
vices, such as QoS and resilience, and is focused on network-provider-dependent overlays.
Specifically, there is no constraint on where overlay nodes can be placed in the under-
lying network. Generally, routers possess higher connectivity and thus have greater
utility by providing alternative paths with better performance as shown in [14]. How-
ever, in multi-domain scenarios, this requires information sharing among different ISPs,
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Figure 1.2: Overlay and substrate network layers
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who administer their network independently with policies. Therefore, it is difficult,
although not impossible, to host overlay nodes across a multi-AS network infrastructure
at present. This thesis covers various aspects of overlay network design assuming little
support from ISPs, in regard to its ability to provide two different services. The first
one is to provide a service with higher resilience so that the customer traffic can still
be delivered even though it might not be possible with the traditional Internet alone
(It is referred as “resilience service” in the rest of the thesis). Facilitated by network
virtualization [15, 16], applications with requirements such as resilience and QoS can be
fulfilled by strategically choosing a subset of nodes and links for hosting such application
requests [16]. The second service we thus focus on is to exploit provider-independent
overlays for providing application mapping service with both resilience and QoS guar-
antees (It is referred as “application mapping”1 in the rest of the thesis.). Moreover, we
also investigate the availability and importance of accurate substrate topology informa-
tion for provider-independent overlays since it is necessary for the satisfactory operation
of provider-dependent overlay networks [17] and such information usually needs to be
inferred in the case of provider-independent overlays.
1.2 Research Contributions
The contributions made in this study are listed below and the findings of this work can
help the design of provider-independent overlay networks offering resilience service as
well as application mapping.
1. A network-provider-independent overlay architecture named Resilient Overlay for
Mission-Critical Applications (ROMCA) is proposed. The framework exploits a
hybrid approach for coping with the network-provider-independence limitation. A
centralized component is responsible for service access and overlay topology con-
struction, where appropriate. On the other hand, distributed components are
1It is also sometimes referred as “application mapping with enhanced resilience and QoS”.
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cooperatively responsible for service delivery, monitoring and overlay routing func-
tionalities.
2. We formulate the overlay construction with the objective of minimal overlap and
prove the NP-hardness of this proposition when ROMCA is used for providing
resilience service. Three heuristics are proposed in order to achieve improved
resilience in the overlay layer. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithms as
compared to existing ones is investigated under various simulation settings.
3. We propose an Integer Linear Program (ILP) model for application mapping with
resilience and QoS guarantees. Unlike previous efforts which only try to solve the
problem heuristically, the mathematical model can provide the optimal solution,
achieving much better QoS and effective resilience.
4. Due to the limitations of the ILP approach for operating with medium/large net-
works, a novel heuristic is also proposed to find an application mapping solution
with enhanced resilience and QoS in a time-efficient manner. Through verification
in both synthetic and real-network scenarios, its performance is proved to be better
than existing heuristics.
5. A survey of existing methodologies to infer underlying network topologies through
active probing leads to a comparison study of the impact of substrate topology
information availability and its accuracy on provider-independent overlay perfor-
mance. Through simulation analysis, we conclude that substrate topology informa-
tion is important for ensuring good performance with providing application map-
ping service. Furthermore, appropriate topology inference algorithms are needed
to help secure better performance in providing this service.
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1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides general background
relating to the research elaborated in this thesis and discusses the existing work that is
closely related to the material presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 7, respectively. Chap-
ter 3 presents the network-provider-independent overlay framework - Resilient Overlay
for Mission-Critical Applications (ROMCA), including its components and correspond-
ing functions and operational examples. Chapter 4 investigates the problem of overlay
network construction in the context of the network-provider-independence constraint
when resilience is the targeted service for ROMCA. In Chapter 5, an Integer Linear
Program model and a novel heuristic are presented to solve the problem of application
mapping with both resilience and QoS guarantees. In Chapter 6, a summary of existing
methodologies that are able to infer the topology among a group of hosts is provided.
Chapter 7 investigates the impact of substrate topology availability and the accuracy
of the inferred information on provider-independent overlay performance. We finally
summarize the thesis and provide future work in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Overview
This chapter first presents general background information relating to overlay networks
and their application. Then, we briefly explain the topology characteristics of the Inter-
net which serves as the substrate network for the work presented in this thesis. Thirdly,
we provide an overview of the related literature for each theme that is considered. An
overview of the main work carried out together with a brief summary of overlay appli-
cations is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
2.2 Background
2.2.1 Overlays and their Applications
“A common characteristic of all overlay networks is the existence of two or more layers
of networks and the separation of routing and packet forwarding between these two
layers” [18]. To be more specific, an overlay consists of a subnet of nodes selected from
the underlying network. Overlay nodes are equipped with additional functionalities
30
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Figure 2.1: A summary of overlay applications and the work presented in this thesis
to support additional feature(s), such as making routing decisions independently from
underlying layer(s). In our research, we mainly focus on overlays that are constructed
based on the multi-AS Internet, in which the virtual links are composed of IP paths. In
this context, we summarize the applications of overlay networks.
Overlay networks are employed either to support new applications that would other-
wise be inefficiently provisioned in the current Internet, or to solve existing issues facing
the Internet. For either purpose, usually only a subset of the nodes, i.e. end hosts and
routers, in the underlying networks is involved.
2.2.1.1 Supporting New Applications
With the rapid development and advances within the telecommunications industry and
hardware design technology, the Internet has witnessed widespread development of both
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its infrastructure and the services it supports. As the Internet provides “best effort”
transmission of data, it exhibits inadequacy in supporting many new emerging appli-
cations that demand additional service requirements. Some typical examples of new
application requirements, together with a brief discussion of the overlay-based solutions,
are given below.
• QoS-Sensitive Applications
The goal of QoS measurement is to provide guarantees on the ability of a network to
deliver predictable performance. Elements of network performance within the scope
of QoS can include latency, error rate and bandwidth. For example, voice streaming
and/or video telephony is sensitive to transmission delay. So despite the attraction of
the low cost incurred in the Internet, the service quality issue needs to be addressed
when moving this kind of service from dedicated networks to an universal best effort
infrastructure. Several researchers have exploited overlays on top of the Internet to
provide QoS-guaranteed services for this type of application.
J. Shamsi et al propose the QoSMap scheme [16, 19] to map an overlay with per-
formance constraints onto the underlying nodes that possess high quality incident links.
This is facilitated by network virtualization which make it more flexible in terms of which
specific resources to use for a given service request. It assumes the availability of the
relevant underlying hop and QoS metrics information.
Similarly, the work of [20] and [21] propose QoS-constraint routing methods in the
context of an overlay network. However, these two are based on the assumption that the
overlay node locations are pre-determined and have no constraints in terms of where they
can be located. The former places emphasis on taking the node computation capability
into consideration during the QoS-guaranteed path search while the latter considers the
economic cost of the path exploration process. In [22], H. Zhang et al discuss and
evaluate the performance of an overlay for supporting services with End-to-End (E2E)
delay requirements, based on experiments carried out with Planetlab. Their results show
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that their overlay has the potential to reduce the E2E delay experienced by end-users
by exploiting alternative paths.
• Fault-Sensitive Applications
Fault-sensitive applications are referred to those services that cannot tolerate long
re-convergence times after one or more failure(s) arise in the network. During the re-
convergence process, the affected route may not be available for some time or there
may be an attempt to forward the data along another unavailable path. As in the
multi-domain Internet situation, different ASes are governed by different ISPs so that
the problem cannot be easily solved. Resilience against faults is usually achieved by
diverting traffic onto an alternative path in the context of overlays. It can be expressed
as a QoS requirement such as the delay variation and/or loss rate experienced by the
customers. However, the aim of overlay networks targeting QoS-sensitive and fault-
sensitive applications is different. The objective of the former is to find a suitable overlay
path within the overlay layer so as to improve the quality of service experienced by end-
users, such as minimizing the delay, whilst the latter focuses on the ability of a network
to tackle various forms of performance degradation and/or underlying network failures
by exploiting possible alternative paths provided via the overlay layer.
Resilient Overlay Network (RON) [23] is the first overlay architecture that is aimed
at bypassing the fault using indirect Internet paths through intermediate overlay nodes.
It shows that deploying an overlay to tackle the shortcoming of the Internet can provide
better resilience against failure(s). A more detailed description of RON is given in Section
2.3.1. The authors in [24] discuss the impact of where the resilience is implemented, i.e.
in the overlay or the underlying network, on the network provider revenue and identify
the advantages and disadvantages of these two strategies.
The authors in [25] propose OverLay-based Emergency Communication Services
(OLECS), which is aimed at providing resilience in the event of AS or multiple inter-
domain link failure(s). They deploy overlay nodes at border routers of participating
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AS(es) and prove that this can improve the network connectivity and Internet perfor-
mance when exploiting more than three hops in the overlay layer.
• Multicasting
Multicasting is an important mechanism for exchanging the information among dis-
tributed, dynamic clusters of heterogeneous nodes for applications such as video confer-
encing, multi-party games. The fact that IP multicasting has experienced difficulties in
global deployment has led to the research of overlay-based multicasting using only end
systems [26, 27]. This is easily deployable. Another advantage is that overlay multicas-
ting can deliver the data among the nodes by deploying a multicast protocol within its
own layer. However, it also has limitations relative to native multicast such as slower
transfer of data.
• Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Applications
The overlay-based P2P architecture can provide a good foundation for creating large-
scale data sharing, content distribution and application-layer multicast applications. One
of the main features of P2P networks is that the turn-over of participating nodes is very
high, which means that the node may join and leave the P2P network repeatedly to
download/share the resources with others in the network. A detailed survey is given
in [28].
2.2.1.2 Solving Existing Problems
Besides supporting new applications, the concept of overlays also provides new ways to
tackle existing problems. Fault localization and the detection of Distributed Denial-of-
Service (DDoS) attacks are among some of these applications. In [29], the authors prove
that an overlay-based method can provide a high success rate in detecting failures given
the assumption that there is a reasonable amount of concurrent failures. As for resolving
the DDoS problem, [30] and [31] are two examples that exploit overlays in this research
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area. In [30], the authors propose a network-provider-dependent overlay to tackle this
issue.
2.2.2 Internet Topology
There is extensive research on how to obtain the topology and associated features of
the Internet at various levels [32–34] since it can facilitate better understanding of the
evolution of the Internet, improving its performance as well as the services deployed
upon it. Although some work shows the power-law distribution of the Internet AS-level
graph, there are also some others that contradict this claim [32]. As for the router-level
topology, there is no agreed characteristic reported.
In our thesis, we focus on the AS and router-level partial topology formed among
a group of nodes scattered across the Internet. Since it is not possible to obtain the
details of the true Internet topology, we have mainly employed several typical topologies
(either by obtaining the real-network information or using synthetic topologies) that
are believed to represent the Internet to some extent to serve as the substrate network.
There are many topology generators and real-network datasets available [32] and we only
briefly explain the ones that are used later in the thesis:
• Orbis topology generator: Orbis [35] exploits real AS or router level topology
datasets as input and it is proved to be able to retain the characteristic of the
input topology. We mainly use the AS level re-scaled topologies generated by
Orbis. However, the publically available AS level datasets are criticized to be
incomplete and inaccurate [32]. We thus exploit two different datasets as input,
namely the Skitter [36] and the WHOIS [37] AS-level topology datasets.
• GT-ITM topology generator: GT-ITM [38] is a popular topology generator and
it can generate three types of topology: flat random graphs, N-level and transit-
stub graphs. The one usually used by other research related to our work is the
transit-stub network because it is believed that this topology can reproduce the
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hierarchical structure of the Internet [32]. This type of topology is also adopted in
our simulations and verification.
• Planetlab dataset: Planetlab [13] is a popular geographically distributed plat-
form for verifying various novel algorithms and techniques involving the Inter-
net as the substrate layer. We have also exploited a dataset provided by iPlane
Project [39] with 201 Planetlab nodes actively probing each other.
2.3 Related Work
In this section, we summarize the published research that is closely related to each
piece of the work presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 7, respectively. We formally define
an overlay, as discussed later in the thesis, as a network with nodes that are either
under control of a single administrative entity or cooperate with each other to achieve
a common purpose. Usually these nodes are present in the overlay for a comparatively
long time. We term this type of overlay as an Infrastructure Overlay Network (ION) so
as to distinguish it from a dynamic overlay with nodes only existing in the network for
a comparatively short time in order to share resources, such as P2P overlay.
2.3.1 Overlay Architectures
There are several overlay architectures proposed that are closely related to ours in some
respects. We introduce them sequentially in order to point out their main benefits as
well as weaknesses.
• Resilient Overlay Network (RON)
Inspired by the finding of [40] that there are under-exploited redundant paths between
pair-wise nodes in the Internet, D. Andersen et al [23] propose the overlay network named
RON based on an engineering approach. Its main objective is to improve the resilience
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and performance of the Internet. Contrary to the high convergence time of BGP, RON
can achieve recovery times of the order of tens of seconds through experimental verifica-
tion. The overlay nodes in RON form a full mesh overlay topology and use both active
probing and passive measurement to monitor performance. RON can divert the path to
an alternate one if the working path undergoes failure or cannot satisfy the performance
requirements. The main interest of their research is to verify the utility of overlays in
improving the availability of Internet service by building a test-bed.
In their later work, two other overlay architectures, MONET (Multi-homed Overlay
NETworks) and Mayday [2], are proposed. MONET shares the same objective as RON,
but it further utilizes explicitly engineered redundant links to address client access link
failures. Mayday, on the other hand, is aimed at guarding against denial-of-service
attacks by surrounding a vulnerable server with a ring of filtering routers.
• Planetlab
Planetlab [13] is a research network built on a global scale that can support the devel-
opment of new network services including P2P applications, distributed hash tables,
network mapping. It is a generalized overlay platform that provides a geographically
distributed overlay network capable of verifying new ideas and protocols. The main
issues [41] being addressed in the project include: (1) designing the virtual machine
running on each participating node; (2) defining and building the management services
used to control the test-bed; (3) security and authentication of access to the test-bed
services. Till now, it has been used by many researchers to examine the efficiency of
their proposed ideas [14, 16, 19, 22, 42–44].
• Service Overlay Network (SON)
Z.H. Duan et al conceived SON [45], in which each overlay node subscribes a certain
amount of bandwidth from its ISP(s). An example of a SON network is QoS-aware
Overlay Network (QSON). Z. Li et al propose and define the general unified overlay
framework composed of overlay nodes termed “Overlay Brokers” (OB) [20]. As described
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in their work, there can be one or multiple OBs in a single AS. All the OBs cooperate
to perform resource allocation and negotiation, overlay routing and topology discovery.
The organization of the OBs is similar to that of the inter-domain routing protocol
Domain-to-Domain Routing Protocol (DDRP) [46] extended from Open Shortest Path
First (OSPF) [47], namely, it is hierarchically structured. In [20], Z. Li et al only focus
on QoS routing in the context of the proposed framework. In more recent works of
theirs [17, 48, 49], topics like overlay topology construction, overlay failure detection and
recovery, and overlay link monitoring technique are discussed respectively.
• An On-Demand Security Overlay (ODON) for Mission-critical Applica-
tions
The overlay proposed in [50] is targeted at enabling mission-critical communication
between personnel at a disaster site and their corresponding agencies that can only be
reached via the Internet. The focus is on how they can build an overlay network that
can resist failures and external attacks including denial-of-service attacks. Therefore,
they focus on the access verification process between the users and the overlay, and the
exchange of credentials between the user and the server through overlay transportation.
The overlay is built on-demand and one-hop source routing [51] is employed.
In summary, RON has the same purpose as the overlay architecture proposed and
described in Chapter 3 in that it tackles the slow re-convergence issue of the multi-area
Internet. They focus more on experimental verification of the conjecture that an overlay
is helpful in providing better performance relative to the Internet. Conversely, we focus
more on issues such as topology construction for providing an efficient resilience service
and how to provide an application mapping service with enhanced resilience and QoS.
Other related topics such as whether underlying topology information is important and
if so, how to ensure the availability and accuracy of underlying topological information is
also covered. Planetlab can be used to verify our ideas proposed in the rest of the thesis,
as it can provide more practical network scenarios. Unlike the overlay architecture we
propose, SON is a typical example of a provider-dependent overlay. Finally, ODON is
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listed here for completeness. In terms of overlay application examples, other aspects are
covered in Section 2.2.1.
2.3.2 Overlay Topology Construction for Providing Resilience Service
Although the overlays we focus on in this thesis have nodes that persist for a compar-
atively long time, several examples in the category of P2P overlays for securing more
resilient communication are included for completeness.
RON [23] was the first overlay proposed to provide better performance by actively
monitoring the network among a group of participating nodes. It boasts a lower re-
convergence time of tens of seconds and also the ability to provide an alternative path
with better performance as compared to the default Internet path. Nevertheless, the
overhead increases of the order of O(N2), where N is the number of overlay nodes.
In [52], the authors discuss the relationship between the effectiveness of an overlay and
its overhead consumption. They conclude that a comparable QoS performance to that
of full connectivity can be achieved with a lower overlay node degree.
Topology construction in provider-dependent overlays has been researched exten-
sively. For example, in [48], different kinds of overlay topologies are analyzed given
overlay node locations. Underlying topology awareness while constructing an overlay
topology has been proved to be instrumental in improving the performance of overlay
networks. However, customers only use overlay services in the case of direct Internet
path failures, which means they should be equipped with the ability to monitor the per-
formance of the original path in a timely manner. Differently, our work focuses on the
topology selection issue of network-provider-independent overlays aiming to provide an
effective resilience service and we do not expect the customers to have a failure detection
ability other than simple interaction with the overlay service provider before using its
service described in Chapter 3.
Most existing work on overlays focuses on improving QoS performance using a single
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intermediate node for detouring. Moreover, there is no work addressing the resilience of
network-provider-independent overlay networks under different failure models. In [53],
two availability models for P2P overlays are proposed to find an overlay that can still
be fully connected in case of no more than three substrate node failures. They assume
that all the substrate nodes are overlay candidates and substrate nodes with a degree
lower than three are not considered. Conversely, in our analysis, the overlay node
candidates are constrained to be located in ASes with low connectivity as would be
expected of smaller tier-3 stub networks. Moreover, their work focuses on proving the
NP-completeness of the two models [53] and how to construct an overlay with high
availability in a scalable distributed manner [54]. Our work considers finding a good
overlay topology solution that is resilient against substrate layer failures/performance
degradation. Verification is carried out under different failure models. According to the
definition introduced by the authors of [53], overlay nodes can route through all the
possible substrate paths between a pair of overlay nodes. However, we assume the paths
between the overlay nodes are determined by the substrate layer. It is based on the
observation that the nodes in the stub areas generally do not have control over which
intermediate nodes they employ for routing purposes unless with the help of other nodes
in the overlay layer.
2.3.3 Application Mapping to Achieve Enhanced Resilience and QoS
In various types of multi-layer network such as overlay-over-Internet [16, 43] and IP-over-
WDM networks [55–57], how to achieve high resilience has attracted much attention.
For instance, Roy et al [43] address the issues of how to exploit infrastructure overlay
networks to improve the performance of client-server applications. Similar to [16], it is
inspired by RON [23]. To be more specific, one-hop intermediate nodes with maximized
diversities for all the client-server paths are chosen to increase the resilience of a specific
application. In IP-over-WDM optical networks, the resilience issue being researched is
termed survivable mapping [55]. In this type of network, the service requests among all
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the optical nodes are described by a logical topology. This needs to be mapped onto the
substrate layer in such a fashion that a single link failure cannot disrupt the mapped
service matrix. Unlike the problem we address later in Chapter 5, only link mapping is
considered in these two problems.
There is also much research addressing how to meet the QoS requirements of an over-
lay request in multi-layer networks. For instance, Service Overlay Network (SON) [45]
and Virtual Network Assignment (VNA) both endeavour to provide a QoS-guaranteed
service. However, the main research focus in these two cases is how to maximize the rev-
enue and minimize the cost of the network operation. Recently, the work [58] discusses
using alternative nodes/links as QoS-compliant backups to reduce the cascading failure
effects of single substrate node failures during the overlap mapping process. According
to their analysis, shared backup resources can help to improve reliability whilst keeping a
lower backup overhead. In terms of resilience, we share the same objective, namely, pro-
viding resilience with the least substrate resources possible. However, we also endeavour
to attain a QoS-enhanced mapping whilst their objective is to increase revenue.
The most closely related work is the framework QoSMap proposed by Shamsi et
al [16, 19]. It aims to map a QoS-specified overlay onto the substrate network with
the purpose of obtaining guaranteed (and possibly enhanced) QoS performance as well
as resilience. Since this problem is NP-hard and is similar to the multi-way separator
problem [59], Shamsi et al proposed heuristic solutions. In their approaches, QoS per-
formance is enhanced by sequentially selecting nodes with higher quality. Node qualities
include the average backup paths a substrate node can accommodate, the QoS quality
associated with its links etc. In addition, resilience is provided by specifically allocat-
ing backup paths using additional underlying nodes or selected hosting overlay nodes.
However, their solutions suffer from two drawbacks. Firstly, they cannot guarantee the
best QoS performance since they select potential nodes sequentially and heuristically.
The other is that they do not consider the substrate topology when selecting backup
paths. Since two seemingly disjoint overlay paths may share common substrate links,
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this is insufficient to provide an effective backup. Although sharing the same objectives
as QoSMap, we formulate the problem mathematically in order to achieve the optimal
solution. Furthermore, we improve the resilience effectiveness by avoiding allocation of
backup paths that overlap with their corresponding working paths in the substrate layer
for overlay backup use. In order to solve the problem in a time-efficient manner, a new
heuristic is also proposed that exploits the substrate topology information and is able to
secure effective resilience performance.
2.3.4 Impact of Substrate Topology Information Availability and its
Accuracy
Knowing topological information among a group of hosts is desirable or even a necessity
for many applications to operate satisfactorily and we summarize the importance of
substrate topology information to wider applications/networks. Examples include: (1)
network failure diagnosis [60, 61]; (2) network performance monitoring among a group
of hosts [62]; (3) applications with a two-layer structure with an upper-layer operating
on top of the Internet and the topology information from the lower layer is essential
to secure improved performance of the upper layer. Usually, all the participating hosts
either operate cooperatively or are assumed to be under control/accessible by a single
entity, such as in the work [63, 64]. Since the necessity of topology information is self-
evident in network failure diagnosis, we briefly review a number of approaches in the
other two categories in this section.
Although such topological information may be accessible in the case of single-domain
or private networks [65], it is typically difficult to obtain for inter-provider networks. The
reason lies in the fact that ISPs, which administer their own networks independently,
seldom make the intra-network information publicly available for security and business
management reasons [32]. Moreover, although it can be argued that the topology among
a group of hosts can be gathered by extracting relevant topological details from the pub-
licly available Internet topology information [66], this is not desirable for several reasons.
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Firstly, the publically available Internet topology information is usually anonymized for
security reasons. Hence, it is difficult to identify the networks that are of interest. Sec-
ondly, it suffers from the sampling bias problem1 and may not accurately represent the
characteristics of the part of the Internet that is under consideration. Finally, the Inter-
net is highly dynamic [32] so the published topology information can quickly become
inaccurate or obsolete. Hence, for those activities spanning multi-domain networks,
inference of the routing topology among the group of hosts involved in the activities
mentioned in this section is required.
A typical example that exploits the network topology is the inference of link-level
metrics from path-level metrics obtained through E2E probes. It is of considerable
interest for both ISPs as well as Internet users to monitor their network performance
for network engineering purposes so they can better control the network or adjust their
behaviour accordingly. Ideally, the relationship between these two metrics is expressed
using the tomography equation as shown below [67]:
Ym,1 = Gm,n ×Xn,1 (2.1)
where Ym,1, Gm,n and Xn,1 represent the E2E path-level metrics matrix, the routing
matrix and the link-level metrics matrix, respectively. Furthermore, the dimension of
the matrix is notated using m and n, which denotes the number of end-to-end paths
concerned and the number of the links in the network respectively. As shown in Equa-
tion (2.1), in order to obtain the link-level metrics, topology together with the routing
information is necessary. It is easy to infer from (2.1) that inaccurate topological/routing
information will result in an inaccurate estimation of link-level metrics.
A second example taking advantage of routing topology among a group of hosts is
infrastructure overlay topology construction, where all the nodes are dedicated entities to
provide better resilience/quality-of-service by exploiting application-layer routing. Sev-
1This problem arises because topology inference methods usually obtain the traceroute information
from a subset of nodes in the Internet, namely by sampling information from the Internet. This is further
explained in Chapter 6.
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eral researchers [43, 48, 68] have proved that an overlay topology that considers the
characteristics of underlying topology can perform better than those that simply ignore
the underlying topology information. For example, Zhi Li et al [48] propose two heuris-
tic substrate-aware overlay topology construction algorithms and verify their superiority
over other methods under with network scenarios. This is achieved by avoiding selecting
paths that overlap to a greater degree with each other in the substrate network. However,
no research to-date has provided a discussion on the impact of underlying topology avail-
ability and its accuracy on overlay topology construction if such topological information
is important but can only be inferred.
Another example concerns algorithms that attempt to obtain E2E network perfor-
mance data with reduced probe traffic being injected into the network. For instance, if
end-to-end delay information along the paths between host pairs is required then pair-
wise probing is usually needed to achieve this. However, since E2E performance needs
to be monitored regularly, a large volume of probe traffic is incurred if pairwise probing
is adopted. If the delay along a path between two hosts can be obtained by indirectly
exploiting the delay information of other paths between several host pairs, it may be
unnecessary to inject probe messages for this host pair. In brief, probe traffic reduction
can be achieved by taking advantage of the correlation of the end-to-end paths formed
among a group of nodes. A couple of works have discussed this given the assumption that
the underlying substrate topology is known. For example, Yan et al [64] propose reduc-
ing the extent of virtual path monitoring by exploiting tomography principles. However,
inaccurate information concerning the underlying topology deteriorates the performance
of the proposed method as indicated in their discussion. Moreover, the accuracy of the
topology and corresponding routing matrix, as analyzed in [69], does have an impact on
the accuracy of overlay path metric prediction. Chiping et al [63] propose an orthogonal
method by trading estimation accuracy with a lower probing overhead. They bound the
additive/bottleneck metrics of virtual links by exploiting a limited number of overlay
probes instead of aiming to obtain the most accurate information in order to reduce the
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overlay probe cost. As with Yan’s work, their method is based on the hypothesis that
the underlying topology is known to the overlay. If only partial topological information
can be obtained, the estimation accuracy will be degraded, accordingly.
As discussed in this section, substrate topology information is important for many
applications including overlay networks. Therefore, we provide an overview of existing
methodologies for inferring the selective topology among a group of hosts in Chapter 6.
Based on this, we discuss the impact of topology information availability and its accuracy
on provider-independent overlay performance in Chapter 7.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have provided background information and a review of the closely
related work to each element of our research. Each aspect is summarized and discussed
to differentiate our work from the existing state of the art.
Chapter 3
A Provider-independent Overlay
Architecture - ROMCA
3.1 Overview
This chapter first provides the motivation for proposing a network-provider-independent
overlay named Resilient Overlay for Mission-Critical Applications (ROMCA). Then, we
specify the two applications we focus on that make use of the ROMCA framework and
describe the proposed overlay architecture in depth. Finally, a couple of operational
examples are presented for each application.
3.2 Motivation
As summarized in Chapter 2, overlay networks can improve the performance of the Inter-
net such as providing higher availability as well as facilitating new service deployment.
However, the inter-provider trust issue is one of the main problems that face most of
the existing overlay architectures that need the cooperation of multiple providers and
cannot be solved in a short term. Therefore, we propose a provider-independent over-
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lay architecture named Resilient Overlay for Mission-Critical Applications (ROMCA),
assuming little support from network providers.
The performance of the ROMCA overlay will typically be inferior to that of network-
provider dependent overlays. For example, it cannot recover from access link failures
for a given overlay node, i.e. the first substrate link the overlay node employs to reach
the rest of the network. This is because this overlay node will lose all its connections to
the rest of the network if anything happens to its solitary access link. A feasible solu-
tion is to use multi-homing to avoid single-points-of-failure for overlay nodes. Another
limitation relates to the QoS performance. For example, the delay of an overlay path
is the sum of the delay of all the substrate links it comprises and the bandwidth of an
overlay path is that of the bottleneck link in the set of substrate links covered by this
overlay path. As there are no overlay nodes with rich connectivity present in ROMCA,
the path performance that can be attained will be inferior to that of provider-dependent
overlays. However, the ROMCA architecture avoids the inter-trust problem and it can
still provide better resilience as compared to that of the Internet. Moreover, it offers a
transitional solution to applications that operate between multiple parties, which require
better resilience than that of the native multi-domain Internet. Moreover, the ROMCA
framework is also instrumental in setting up a private overlay network under a single
administrator for resilient communication across multiple geographical locations or appli-
cations that would be otherwise inefficiently accommodated by the traditional paradigm
of the Internet.
3.3 ROMCA Framework
3.3.1 Target Applications
There are many applications that a provider-independent overlay can support as dis-
cussed in Chapter 2. As indicated by the name, ROMCA focuses on providing higher
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resilience. In the ROMCA framework, we focus on provide better resilience for two dif-
ferent types of applications. The first one is providing resilience service for applications
that require better resilience from the service-providing network than that can be pro-
vided by the Internet. The second one is application mapping for achieving enhanced
resilience and QoS. We refer the two applications as resilience service and application
mapping in the rest of the thesis. Since ROMCA has the flexibility of choosing the paths
within its own layer, it can provide better resilience by exploiting the alternative paths
via intermediate overlay nodes. Therefore, it can fulfill the requirement of both applica-
tions, which would not be sufficiently supported with the traditional service paradigm
of the Internet.
3.3.2 ROMCA Architecture
In this section, we explain the ROMCA architecture from both component and functional
perspectives. Moreover, we provide a brief summary of the key research points within
this proposed framework.
3.3.2.1 Component Composition
As shown in Figure 3.1, ROMCA consists of Overlay Gateways (OGs) and an Overlay
Directory Service (ODS). The ODS is a centralized functional module that is used to
manage the resources in the overlay and provide service access. One example of the first
function is that it gathers partial substrate topology information obtained by all the
overlay nodes through active probing and constructs the substrate network topology for
overlay use. For example, in order to provide resilience service with reduced overhead,
the ODS can form a partial mesh overlay topology exploiting the acquired substrate
network topology as depicted in Figure 3.1. Another example is to exploit the obtained
topology as well as QoS performance of the substrate network to facilitate selection of a
suitable subset of overlay nodes and links to undertake the application mapping service.
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Figure 3.1: The ROMCA architecture
However, it plays no part in the actual forwarding of traffic across the overlay. On
the other hand, OGs are the entities that deliver the traffic and are responsible for the
following functions:
• Neighbour connectivity probing and monitoring, performance information exchange
between adjacent OG(s);
• Routing and performance information collection and dissemination in the overlay
layer;
• Service provisioning, including establishing, maintaining and removing working
and backup paths for customer traffic;
• Resilience-related functions, such as failure notifications to other OG nodes and
the ODS.
Together the single ODS and multiple OG entities form the ROMCA architecture
and are the means by which ROMCA provides resilience service as well as fulfilling
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application mapping service. The architecture itself can be effectively hidden from the
end-users, which simply know the public address of the ODS from which the nearest OG
point-of-presence is obtained.
3.3.2.2 Functional Composition
As depicted in Figure 3.2, there are five basic functions in the ROMCA framework and
one service-specific function block for each of the applications we are focusing on.
• Monitoring/probing: This function is a basic function of the ROMCA overlay
and it is used to monitor the performance as well as detect the failures in the
substrate network the overlay sits upon. This function is undertaken by all the
OG nodes in ROMCA.
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Figure 3.2: The functional composition of the ROMCA overlay
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• Information sharing: This function is to share information across the overlay
layer. A distributed mechanism for topology updating and network performance
information flooding is needed so that OGs and the ODS can maintain up-to-date
performance information to enable them to efficiently establish working and backup
paths for customer traffic. In our architecture, a flooding mechanism similar to that
used in OSPF [47] is deployed among the OGs. Therefore, update packets will be
flooded to all OGs and the ODS when the performance of a virtual link changes
across a threshold and they can store the updated information in their Link-State
Database (LSD).
• Substrate topology inference: This function is fulfilled cooperatively by the
OGs and the ODS. All the OG nodes report their partial topology information
obtained through active probing such as tracerouting entries to the ODS and the
ODS is responsible for constructing a complete view of the part of the substrate
network that is of concern to the overlay.
• Protection/restoration: Protection/restoration techniques can help ROMCA
switch the traffic to an alternative path within its own layer and thus to maintain
service provisioning capability. In ROMCA, a mechanism similar to Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (MPLS) [70] is used to define the working and protecting Label
Switched Paths (LSPs). There are many well-established protection and restora-
tion strategies [71] proposed for MPLS-based networks that can be exploited in
ROMCA. A concrete example is provided later in this chapter to explain this in
further detail.
• Service access: This is the interface ROMCA provides to negotiate with cus-
tomers and accept customer requests.
• Topology construction: This function is required to construct an efficient over-
lay topology so as to provide a resilience service with reduced overhead. A simple
example would be to construct a full mesh overlay topology as in [23].
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• Mapping configuration: This function is needed for mapping an application
request with specific resilience and QoS requirements. It includes mapping the
virtual nodes and links of the application request as well as provisioning a backup
path for each application link.
3.3.2.3 Key Research Points in the ROMCA Framework
In the ROMCA framework, we focus on the following key aspects:
• Overlay topology construction for providing resilience service: Although,
ROMCA shares the same objective of promoting resilience across the Internet
using alternative node(s) such as RON [23], we aim to achieve this by employing
a partial-mesh overlay topology that can guarantee the resilience of working and
backup paths to some extent. This can reduce the overhead incurred in the overlay
and thus ROMCA is more scalable. This is addressed in Chapter 4.
• Application mapping with resilience and QoS guarantees: Previous work
on this problem does not consider the impact of the substrate topology in achiev-
ing resilience. We take the initiative of incorporating this factor into application
mapping facilitated by the substrate topology inference function built in ROMCA.
This is addressed in Chapter 5.
• Substrate topology inference: Although there are works addressing how to
obtain the whole Internet topology [32–34], there is no summary of how to infer
the topology formed among a specific group of nodes. Thus, we summarize all
the techniques that can be exploited for fulfilling this function. Since ROMCA
is provider independent, we mainly focus on the active-probing-based methods as
summarized in Chapter 6.
• The impact of substrate topology availability and its accuracy: Resilience
provided in the overlay layer is dependent on the topology features of the substrate
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layer the overlay is deployed upon. Although we assume such information is given
in Chapter 4 and 5, it is not usually available for overlay exploitation based on
the summary in Chapter 6. Therefore, we extend our analysis of the provider-
independent overlay performance to scenarios where the substrate topology can
only be inferred. This analysis is described in detail in Chapter 7.
3.4 Service Provisioning and Operational Examples
In this section, we first provide a simple service provisioning example for each application.
Then, focusing on providing resilience service, we explain operational examples and
describe the overlay node setup process.
3.4.1 Service Provisioning Examples
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 depict how ROMCA provisions a resilience service request and
an application mapping request, respectively. As shown in both examples, the resilience
is provided by setting up a working/backup path pair so that the service can be quickly
recovered by the backup paths if there is any problem with the assigned working paths.
In the next subsection, we focus on elaborating the operation procedure for providing
the resilience service. As for the deployment of the application mapping with resilience
and QoS requirements, the ODS determines the mapping of both nodes and links for an
application request according to the requirements of the application and the condition
of the overlay network. Since the essence of providing resilience for application mapping
is similar to that of the resilience service, it is not explained further.
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3.4.2 Operational Examples for Providing Resilience Service
To explain the service provisioning process for providing the resilience service, consider
the topology depicted earlier in Figure 3.1, where a mechanism similar to MPLS [70]
is used to define the working and protecting LSPs and is illustrated in depth. Most
of the existing proposed overlays, such as the work of Zhi Li et al [48] and S. Roy et
al [43], assume customers have their own way of detecting anomalies on their direct
routes to the destinations and use the overlay service as a backup if anything happens
on their direct routes. However, additional functionalities are needed on the customers’
side. Differently, in ROMCA, we assume that customers send their service requirements
directly to the access point of our overlay network and obtain the service they want
according to the agreement made with the ROMCA. ROMCA can provide both working
and backup paths for its customers.
Consider a ROMCA customer, i.e. customer 1, located in the same Domain as
OG I. The customer approaches the ODS providing the IP address of itself and the IP
address of the destination customer (i.e. customer 2) from which the ODS can infer their
proximity to various OG nodes that are operational. The whole procedure is illustrated
in Figure 3.5 with a step-wise explanation in Table 3.1.
In this example, the ODS knows the customer has no desire to become an OG;
it simply wishes to exploit the overlay mesh to provide resilient pathways to a fellow
customer in another AS. The ODS provides it with the nearest point-of-presence, i.e.
the address of OG I, and a service “ticket” that it needs for using the service. The ODS
also informs the local OG, i.e. I, that it can expect an approach from customer A and
its requirements as well. The “ticket” is a unique identifier for a specific service request
for a customer and it also serves as a means for the ingress OG to verify the approaching
customers as well as setting up corresponding working paths using MPLS and possibly
backup paths according to the service requirements.
When customer 1 contacts OG I with the information provided by ODS, I checks the
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ticket details. In this case, the customer wishes to establish disjoint resilient paths to
fellow customer 2. Using its LSD, OG I sends RSVP path-establishing messages to OG
D using diverse links and nodes where possible. For example, the working path may be
via OG I, F and D.
The corresponding protection path could be: OG I, J and D. Once established, a
FEC1-to-Label binding entry is created at OG I, and customer 1 is informed that the
service is ready. Traffic from customer 1 to 2 now uses IP to reach OG I (using IP
tunnelling). Accordingly, the packet has an MPLS label pushed onto it and this is
encapsulated in a datagram for OG F. At intermediate OGs, the MPLS shim layer is
examined and the label is swapped and the traffic re-encapsulated and sent to the next-
hop OG, and so on. This flow of label switching is depicted in Figure 3.6. At node D,
1A FEC is used in MPLS to identify the traffic with similar characteristic and here it is used to denote
traffic request from one customer associated with a specific communication session.
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Table 3.1: Explanation of the operational example for providing resilience service
Step No. Procedure Name Explanation
1 Service Requesting
Customers send service requests with specifica-
tions to the ODS using its publically known IP
address.
2 Service Preparation
(1)Customers obtain the unique identifiers as
well as the IP address of the ingress OG node;
(2) The chosen ingress node will get the cus-
tomer verification information as well as cus-
tomer request information from the ODS. Then,
it sets up the overlay path ready for traffic
forwarding using signalling protocols such as
Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [72].
3 Ingress Initiation
The customers initiate the traffic delivery pro-
cess by sending packets to the ingress node with
their own identifiers. The ingress node will ver-
ify the approaching customers by comparing the
identification number provided by the customers
and the ODS. If matching, then it will deliver
the traffic sent over from the customers; other-
wise, it will reject the request.
4 Traffic Forwarding
The packet will be delivered over the estab-
lished label switched overlay path. When a
node receives a packet, it will inspect the label
to determine the next-step overlay node and
re-encapsulate the packet using next-hop IP
address and label number.
5 Traffic Delivery
The egress OG node strips the additional infor-
mation used by the overlay and delivers the traf-
fic to the destination using normal IP packet
formatting.
the label is popped and the datagram delivered to customer 2 as per standard IP.
If a failure or mis-configuration happens in a transit AS, it may take the ASes several
minutes to re-converge and thereafter find the proper route to divert the traffic accord-
ingly. But in ROMCA, as the neighbouring OGs exchange “hello” messages periodically
(e.g. tens of seconds), the failure will result in loss of these heartbeat messages. Once
the time threshold for neighbouring connectivity loss is reached, the OG(s) adjacent to
the point(s) of failure will propagate the information over the virtual links to the ingress
point(s), which can immediately update the FEC-to-Label binding so that the traffic is
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mapped onto the pre-configured diversified protection path(s). These paths avoid the
“failed” AS and so ensure that service delivery is quickly re-established.
As the service provisioning example shows, when ROMCA is used, traffic from cus-
tomer 1 to 2 goes via the ingress OG I, and from there, follows a working path dictated by
the LSP. Moreover, a protection path is also set up for resilience purposes. In the event
of a failure in an AS lying between OG I and F, the ingress OG will switch the traffic
onto the protection LSP, i.e. to the path going from OG I, J to D, thus re-establishing
customer data packet delivery typically within tens of seconds.
Another example is the dynamic mapping of LSPs according to the updated monitor-
ing results. If the virtual link between I and J results in a longer delay than that of the
path from I, via A, B to J, the backup LSP can be dynamically changed to the alternative
backup LSP as depicted in Figure 3.1, while the working LSP remains unchanged.
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3.4.3 Overlay Setup Process for Providing Resilience Service
Overlay topology construction is required for providing the resilience service whilst the
overlay topology is determined by the requests in application mapping service. In this
section, we focus on explaining the overlay setup process assuming a substrate node
applies to join ROMCA.
It can be seen from Figure 3.1 that the overlay topology is partially meshed and
generally organized into inter-connected cycles, though stub connections are permitted.
There are various ways that ROMCA can be constructed: (1) a fixed group of OG nodes
dedicated to a common objective of providing resilience services among themselves or as
a type of value-added service to wider customers; (2) all of the OG nodes as volunteered
nodes where they can obtain benefit from joining the ROMCA network, such as free
resilient services; (3) A combination of (1) and (2), where both types of nodes co-exist.
The main issue discussed in Chapter 4 is how to build a resilient overlay topology given
a certain number of dedicated nodes. In the rest of this section, we mainly illustrate
the node joining mechanism for the last two modes where there are volunteering nodes
wishing to become OG nodes.
An example of the basic node joining process for new nodes is depicted in Figure 3.7.
As explained previously, a distributed mechanism similar to OSPF is deployed for topol-
ogy updating and network performance information flooding so that OGs can maintain
up-to-date performance information to enable them to efficiently establish working and
backup paths for customer traffic. In our architecture, update packets will be flooded
to all OGs when the performance of a virtual link changes across a threshold and they
can store the updated information in their Link-State Database (LSD). This in turn will
influence the routes chosen by the ingress OGs for subsequent working and backup paths.
The virtual links between adjacent OGs nodes are chosen according to probing results
and network performance measurements. For instance, assume node G applies to the
ODS to join the overlay with the topology depicted in Figure 3.1. After retrieving the
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Figure 3.7: The node joining process (using node E as an example)
potential neighbouring information from the ODS and trace-routing to these correspond-
ing nodes, G reports its findings to the ODS. It is accepted into the ROMCA topology
as it is a “valuable” transit node having Layer-3 diversified paths to H and F, i.e. from
it multiple exit points can be reached from its local AS .
There are also situations where stub nodes may be accepted according to their
resilience and service access utility. For example, node C is viewed as a potential alter-
native path for B and D, so there are two virtual links connected from C. Whereas, the
stub node E is only accepted into the overlay by establishing one virtual link connected
to D. Node E is simply used as a service access point for the customers residing in its
own AS.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, a network-provider-independent overlay architecture called ROMCA
is proposed in order to provide better service across a multi-domain environment for
mission-critical applications including resilience service and application mapping. First,
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its composition and functionalities are explained. Then, details of the service provisioning
for both applications and examples of the operational procedures and overlay setup
process for providing resilience service are provided to complete the explanation of the
proposed overlay architecture.
Chapter 4
Topology Construction for
Providing Resilience Service
4.1 Overview
This chapter focuses on the topology construction of the ROMCA overlay with the
objective of providing resilience service. In order to achieve high resilience, we formulate
the topology construction task as an optimization problem. Since it is analogous to the
Bi-Quadratic Assignment Problem [73] which is NP-hard, three heuristics are proposed
and evaluated.
4.2 Problem Description
In our discussion and analysis in this chapter, there are two network layers involved, one
running on top of the other. An example of such a two-layer network is illustrated in
Figure 4.1. Moreover, Table 4.1 summarizes the notations used throughout this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: A two-layer network example
As depicted in Figure 4.1, the overlay network is placed upon the underlying network.
Therefore, an overlay link between node i and node j can be expressed as LP = pi,j =
{ni, . . . , nj} . For example, in Figure 4.1, L1 = pnAS1,nAS5 = {nAS1, nAS2, nAS6, nAS8, nAS5}.
Depending on the type of underlying networks that are involved, i.e. AS-level or router-
level, an overlay link consists of either an ordered AS-node 1 or router-node list. We use
both AS-level and router-level topologies as the substrate network. Since the problem
formulation is independent of the substrate network type, we focus on using the AS-level
underlying topology for formulating the problem.
Two overlay links can share more than one AS and the overlap is defined as the
number of overlapped ASes and can be expressed as:
OL(LI , LJ) = OL(pa,b, pp,q) =| pa,b ∩ pp,q | (4.1)
where LI = pa,b = {nASa , . . . , nASb} and LJ = pp,q = {nASp , . . . , nASq} respectively.
Since a failure in the underlying layer can trigger one or multiple failures in the
overlay, it is of crucial importance for an overlay to retain as many connections as
1Here, the node is an abstract representation of an AS.
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Table 4.1: Notations and definitions
Notation Definition
The overlay network
GO(VO, EO) This describes the overlay topology.
NI , LJ Overlay nodes and links
|NI | Overlay node number
Co Overhead incurred in the overlay layer
PI,J A path in the overlay, PI,J = {NI , . . . , NJ}
OL(LI , LJ)
The overlap between two overlay links and it can be mea-
sured in link/nodes they share in the corresponding paths
in the substrate layer.
KI ,KAV G
The node degree of an overlay node NI and average node
degree in the overlay
KMAX The maximum node degree constraint in the overlay
Θ(I, J)
(Binary)=1 if there is a route between NI and NJ ; oth-
erwise 0.
WLI The weight of a link in the overlay
ρ Overlay network resilience
ρ∗ (Benchmark) The optimal overlay network resilience
achieved by the Full Mesh overlay construction algorithm
The substrate network
Gs(Vs, Es) This describes the substrate topology.
ni, lj Substrate nodes and links
ki The node degree in the substrate layer
pi,j
A path in the substrate layer, pi,j = {ni, . . . , nj} and |pi,j |
denotes the number of nodes included in this path.
kmax
The maximum node degree constraint in the substrate
layer
For simulated annealing
GKMAXreg
A regular graph where all nodes have degree equal to
KMAX
Tinitial Initial temperature
M Ij
(Binary)=1 if the overlay node NI is mapped to the sub-
strate node nj ; otherwise 0.
fIj,Km()
Swapping function, in which the mapping relationship of
two overlay nodes is exchanged. Namely, NI and NK will
be mapped to nj and nm respectively if NI is originally
mapped to nm and NK to nj .
V (t) An overlay construction solution at time t.
Vtemp(t) A temporary new overlay construction solution at time t
Ntry (Constant) iteration number for certain temperature
Nmax (Constant) number of rounds for the cooling process
µ The cooling rate controlling the cooling speed
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possible in the presence of failures in the substrate layer. Therefore, we use the resilience
of an overlay network as the evaluation metric and it is defined as:
ρ =
∑
S
∑
D,D 6=S Θf (NS , ND)∑
S
∑
D,D 6=S Θ(NS , ND)
(4.2)
where the sum is for all source-destination pairs and Θf () denotes if a route exists after
the failure of one or more ASes in the underlying layer.
The objective of overlay topology construction for providing resilience service is to
find an overlay topology GO(VO, EO) that can have maximum resilience under various
underlying network failure(s) scenarios. However, it is difficult to predict the failure(s)
that occur in the Internet. Moreover, there are no known accurate failure models that
can adequately describe failure(s) that take place in the Internet. Suggested by the work
done by Zhi Li et al [48], to construct an overlay network with maximum resilience can
be stated as being equivalent to designing an overlay network with a higher number
of substrate node/link-disjoint virtual links. They proposed a heuristic by construct-
ing minimum spanning trees sequentially complying with the overlay degree constraint.
Instead, we formulate it mathematically so as to minimize the overlapping among all the
virtual links, which can be formally expressed as to minimize:
∑
I
∑
J,J 6=I
OL(LI , LJ) =
∑
s,d
∑
s′,d′
| ps,d ∩ ps′,d′ | (4.3)
for all overlay node pairs. Given two overlay nodes NI and NJ , we need to decide whether
to assign an overlay link LM to the path connecting these two nodes or not.
If θ(I, J) is binary and denotes whether there is a link established between NI and
NJ or not, then θ(I, J)M
I
sM
J
d = 1 denotes that the NI is mapped to ns and NJ to
nd and the overlay link between them is setup (i.e. it is mapped to ps,d). Thus, the
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objective stated in (4.3) can be rewritten as:
∑
I
∑
J,J 6=I
OL(LI , LJ) =
∑
I,J,K,L
∑
m,p,s,t
θ(I, J)θ(K,L)OL(pm,p, ps,t)M
I
mM
J
pM
K
s M
L
t (4.4)
which is a Bi-Quadratic Assignment Problem (Bi-QAP) [73].
4.3 Proposed Substrate-aware Algorithms
It is known that the Bi-QAP problem is NP-hard [73] and there is no known way to
find the optimal solution to this problem in polynomial time even for a network of
moderate size. Since the problem is intrinsically difficult, two substrate-aware heuristics
are proposed and described in this section 2. Before presenting these two heuristics, the
constraints associated with network-independent overlays are explained.
4.3.1 Constraints
In order to place the proposed model in context of our ROMCA overlay architecture,
there are a couple of constraints that we need to consider.
• Restriction I: is on the degree of the ASes that overlay nodes can be placed in, i.e.
k ≤ kmax. This constraint means the nodes that will apply to become an overlay
node will only be those nodes in the ASes with lower connectivity (i.e. typical of
tier-3 networks and lower). This constraint can represent the network-provider-
independence feature of the proposed overlay.
• Restriction II: as analyzed by Zhi Li [48] for overlay topology construction in
provider-dependent and single-domain cases, is the overhead Co introduced by
overlay monitoring and probing. Given a fixed number of overlay nodes, prob-
2The third heuristic that does not need substrate topology information is present in Section 4.5.4.
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ing/updating interval and packets size, can be represented as:
Co = α×KAV G + β (4.5)
where α and β are constants while KAV G is the average overlay node degree. In
order to reduce the overhead introduced by overlay networks, we set KAV G ≤
KMAX . In later analysis, we will discuss the impact of the overlay node degree
value on the overlay performance in order to see if a trade-off value of overlay node
degree can be found or not in order to achieve best performance whilst keeping a
comparatively low overlay node degree.
4.3.2 Algorithm I: Least-Overlap MApping of Regular Graph (LO-
MARG)
The overlay construction process can be formulated as a variation of the Bi-QAP problem
and it is of high complexity to find the optimal solution in cases where the network size
is larger than 20 [73]. As suggested by [74], a heuristic method exploiting Simulated
Annealing (SA) is proposed to solve this problem.
The basic flow of the Least-Overlap Mapping algorithm is illustrated in Table 4.2.
As indicated by the name, there is an additional constraint on the overlay structure. We
assume that the overlay nodes all have the same node degree, i.e. the overlay topology is
described by a regular graph. One of the reasons we consider a regular graph is because
it has been reported to have good performance in designing optimal network topologies
under arbitrary constraints by other researchers [75, 76]. Moreover, a regular graph can
withstand a higher number of node/link failures than other graphs with node degree not
all equal to KMAX (i.e. some nodes have a degree smaller than KMAX with the rest equal
to KMAX). Last but not least, there is no selection preference
3 in terms of underlying
node connectivity and our aim is to maintain as high a connectivity as possible in the
3In network-provider-independent overlays, the nodes with higher connectivity in the underlying layer
are preferred and thus termed as “selection preference” here.
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Table 4.2: The LO-MARG algorithm
Initialization:
(1) T (0) = Tinitial, GO(NO, EO) is assigned as a regular graph G
KMAX
reg .
(2) {M Ij , 0 ≤ I <| NI |}, randomly map overlay nodes to underlying
nodes as current solution.
(3) Calculate Cost(V (0)) =
∑
I
∑
J,J 6=I OL(LI , LJ).
Procedure
Step 1
Step 1.1
T = T (t); Find a neighbouring solution by randomly exchang-
ing two selected overlay nodes (which still results in a regular
graph), Vtemp(t) = fIj,Km(V (t));
Step 1.2
Calculate the cost difference between the two solutions and
∆Cost = Cost(Vtemp(t))− Cost(V (t));
Step 1.3
If ∆Cost < 0, then accept Vtemp(t) and V (t + 1) = Vtemp(t);
otherwise, calculate the probability of accepting Vtemp(t), Pr =
exp(−∆Cost/T ). If Pr > λ, accept Vtemp(t) and V (t + 1) =
Vtemp(t); otherwise, discard Vtemp(t), where λ is randomly gen-
erated number and 0 < λ < 1 .
Step 1.4
If the iteration number at current temperature is smaller than
Ntry, go to Step 1; otherwise go to Step 2.
Step 2
Step 2.1 T (t+ 1) = T (t)× µ, t = t+ 1
Step 2.2
If the iteration number of cooling process, aka Step 2.1, is
smaller than Nmax, go to Step 1; otherwise, the procedure
terminates.
overlay layer. A regular graph is thus more desirable than other graphs under the same
constraint. Although there are discussions of how to find regular graphs with different
features from the random graph family [77], we assume the regular graph is fixed in later
discussions for simplicity 4.
4.3.3 Algorithm II: Enhanced Dual-Layer-aware KMST (EDL-KMST)
Zhi Li et al [48] proposed a heuristic solution to the overlay topology construction prob-
lem in the context of provider-independent overlays. The basic idea is to minimize
4We have discussed the impact of a regular graph with different girths and it is presented in Appendix
B.
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the overlapping of underlying links between two consecutive Minimum Spanning Trees
(MST) that are constructed. Based on the conjecture that there is a higher possibility
of overlap among the virtual links in the provider-independent overlays, we adapt and
enhance their algorithm to be implemented in our network scenarios in order to minimize
the overlap for the overlay as a whole.
“Dual-layer-awareness” means not only the overlay network constraints but also
underlying network topological information is considered during the topology selection
process. Instead of updating the weight of virtual links according to the overlap number
in term of substrate hops between the MSTs, the proposed algorithm checks the overlap
and updates the weights during the MST construction process. Thus, it can ensure the
least overlap of the newly selected virtual links with the previous selected set of overlay
links.
The EDL-KMST algorithm shares the same objective with the LO-MARG algorithm
in minimizing the overlap of overlay links. However, different from the LO-MARG
algorithm, the proposed dual-layer-aware KMST scheme cannot guarantee the degree
of all the overlay nodes will be identical. Nevertheless, it is less complex to complete
as it incrementally selects a subset of virtual links. The basic flow of this algorithm is
described in Table 4.3.
4.4 Overlay Node Selection Process
In this chapter, we assume the node set for the overlay is randomly chosen from all the
eligible substrate nodes and fixed for the performance evaluation. However, in order to
avoid scenarios where two randomly chosen overlay nodes share a same upstream node
as discussed in Chapter 3, we employ the random selection process depicted in Figure 4.2
during our simulation.
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Table 4.3: The EDL-KMST algorithm
Step 1:
Construct a temporary full mesh overlay topol-
ogy GFMO (N
′
O, E
′
O), in which {θ(I, J) = 1, 0 ≤
I, J <| NO |} and WLI is initiated as the num-
ber of substrate nodes each virtual link goes
through;
Step 2:
Find a minimum spanning tree connecting all
the overlay nodes subject to KI ≤ KMAX by
recursively adding a virtual link in the output
overlay topology GO(NO, EO) and update the
weight of the links in GFMO (N
′
O, E
′
O) using the
following rules:
(1) For the newly chosen overlay link, set its
weight to maximal value thus it cannot be
selected in subsequent MST construction pro-
cess;
(2) For an unselected virtual link, if it shares
x number of substrate nodes with the selected
virtual link, update its weight asWLI = WLI+x.
Step 3:
Repeat Step 2 until each overlay node meets
the overlay degree constraint KMAX or no addi-
tional link can be added into the overlay topol-
ogy.
4.5 Performance Evaluation with AS-level Topologies
4.5.1 Assumptions
During the simulation process, the following are assumed to be true:
1. The virtual link between two adjacent overlay nodes follows a series of AS hops
that are determined using a least cost routing algorithm. Only symmetric routes
are considered for simplicity.
2. It is assumed that the substrate topology is known to the overlay through active
probing methods. AS topological information can be obtained by exploiting pub-
licly available IP-to-AS mapping tools [78].
3. All the overlay nodes are assumed to have the ability to detect the performance
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Figure 4.2: The random overlay node selection process
degradation and/or the failures of the substrate network in a timely manner. They
get up-to-date routing information based on link-state routing that operates across
the overlay at the time of making routing decisions.
4.5.2 AS-level Topologies
We investigate scenarios using the AS-level topologies as the substrate topology for
several reasons: (1) the overlay node candidates are assumed to reside in the ASes with
lower connectivity, therefore it is reasonable to include one overlay node in each domain
as they tend to have the same outgoing paths to the same destinations; (2) inter-AS
problems such as the BGP re-convergence time is comparatively much longer than that
within an AS and affects the AS as a whole; (3) there is a reported characteristic of the
AS-level topology, namely the power-law feature, which mimics that of the Internet.
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We have exploited the Orbis topology generator with the Skitter [36] and Whois [37]
datasets as inputs. Since the Whois dataset has been reported to have different features
to that of Skitter [79], such as better connections between nodes with medium degrees, it
is conjectured that the performance gap between various topology construction methods
might differ. Although Orbis can generate re-scaled topologies retaining different topo-
logical properties, we only focus on re-scaled topologies that can retain the joint node
degree distribution according to the analysis presented in [79]. We use Skitter-based
and Whois-based to denote these two re-scaled topologies generated with network size
around 2000 nodes.
4.5.3 Failure Models and Evaluation Metric
In this section, we only focus on the resilience of various constructed overlay topologies
under AS-node failures. Furthermore, a “failure” does not necessarily mean a physical
breakdown but can also represent performance degradation (e.g. delay or loss) below an
acceptable threshold as perceived by the overlay monitoring process.
Three failure models are implemented for performance analysis. They are the Ran-
dom Single Failure model, the Random Multiple Failure model and the Accumulative
Focused Failure model, respectively. The last one is similar to large-scale failure scenarios
in [80]5. The first two are self-explanatory. With the third approach, the failure starts
from a single AS and propagates to its neighbours. All the neighbours of the previous
failure set will be viewed as failed by turns.
For the resilience evaluation of the overlay network, failure of ASes that do not
support overlay virtual links are not considered. Therefore in the simulations, the failures
are randomly selected from the subset of ASes that the overlay network virtual links
traverse. We therefore introduce the term “ON Supporting AS Failures” to represent
the number of failed ASes that are covered by the Overlay Network (ON). However,
5Geographical information is not considered herein since we do not have access to such information.
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for the third failure model, the radiating effect will include both covered and uncovered
substrate nodes, so the first failure is chosen from the whole substrate node set.
The metrics we use include the resilience of the topologies constructed using various
algorithms and the relative resilience ρr which is defined as the ratio of the resilience
obtained by the overlay constructed with an algorithm compared to that of a full mesh
overlay topology. The latter one is formally defined as follows:
ρr =
ρ
ρ∗ (4.6)
where the resilience ρ∗ of a full mesh overlay topology is the best that can be obtained
under different failure models. Therefore, the closer ρr is to 1, the better the performance
of the constructed overlay is to that of the optimal resilience performance.
4.5.4 Comparison Methods
Besides the two proposed algorithms explained in Section 4.3, we also propose a simple
algorithm called Random Mapping of Regular Graph (termed RM-RG). This method
tries to maintain regularity in the overlay topology but has no intention of minimizing
the overlap when mapping the overlay topology onto the underlying layer.
There are four other existing algorithms implemented here for comparison purposes
and are listed as follows:
1. Full Mesh (FM): This topology provides the best resilience possible whilst incur-
ring the largest overhead according to equation (4.5). As a full mesh topology does
not obey the overlay node degree constraint, it is included here only as a benchmark
for the resilience performance evaluation;
2. Topological-aware K Random Connection (TKRC): This method [48] builds
a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) first and then selects least overlapping virtual
links for each node in turn whilst limiting the overlay node degree;
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3. Topological-aware K joint-Minimum Spanning Tree (TKMST): This method
[48] builds K minimum spanning trees in turn and makes sure the tree selected will
overlap the least with previous trees whilst limiting the overlay node degree;
4. K Random Connection (KRC): This method only maintains the average of the
overlay node degree equal to that of LO-MARG algorithm for comparison purposes.
4.5.5 Results and Analysis
This section is devoted to exploring the performance of the three proposed algorithms
with different settings given the two AS-level topologies. There are some parameters
that are configured the same throughout performance evaluation: (1) the configuration
employed and the cost function for the simulated-annealing-based LO-MARG algorithm
are discussed and specified in Appendix A; (2) the resilience evaluation metric is averaged
over 1000 iterations and the justification for this setting is presented in Appendix B.
The substrate node candidates are assumed to reside in stub ASes for the performance
evaluation unless otherwise stated. As for the verification of the simulator correctness
and discussion of some typical settings/assumptions, please refer to Appendix B for
details.
We present our analysis together with results. In (1), we investigate the impact of
overlay node degree on overlay topologies constructed using various algorithms. In (2),
we discuss the impact of different numbers of overlay nodes. In (1) and (2) we use the
Random Multiple Failure Model and in (3) we present the results with Single Failure
Model and Accumulative Focused Failure Model.
(1) We investigate the impact of overlay node degree with both Skitter-based and
Whois-based AS-level topologies. Figure 4.3 depicts the resilience of overlay topolo-
gies with different overlay node degrees constructed using the LO-MARG algorithm
against multiple failures with the Skitter-based topology serving as the substrate net-
work. As shown in the figure, the higher the overlay node degree is, the higher the
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Figure 4.3: Discussion of the overlay node degree setting with 50 overlay nodes in the
Skitter-based AS-level topology
network resilience is and closer it is to that of the full mesh topology. As it has already
been shown in Equation (4.5) the higher overlay node degree is, the higher is the overhead
cost. Therefore, an overlay with a full mesh topology introduces the highest amount of
overhead whilst maintaining the best resilience possible. However, as the overlay node
degree increases, there is a diminishing increase in terms of the resilience improvement.
Therefore, it is reasonable to select a comparatively low overlay node degree in order
to achieve an acceptable trade off between the overhead and performance improvement
gained herein.
As shown in Figure 4.4, the proposed LO-MARG algorithm performs much better as
compared to other methods when the overlay node degree is low. Substrate-topology-
aware algorithms including the proposed EDL-KMST and the existing TKMST and
TKRC algorithms perform better than ones oblivious to the substrate topology and do
not follow the regularity in the overlay node degree. Surprisingly, the RM-RG algorithm
performs comparably well to that of the TKMST algorithm although it does not take
into consideration substrate information but only uses a regular graph. As the node
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Figure 4.4: The relative resilience performance of various algorithms with overlay node
degree equal to 3 and the number of overlay nodes equal to 50 with the Skitter-based
AS-level topology
degree increases, the performance difference among different methods becomes smaller.
As shown in Figure 4.5, the performance of the RM-RG algorithm is very close to that
of the substrate-topology-aware algorithms.
Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 provide similar results but for the Whois-based
topology. Although similar observations are obtained, unlike the evaluation with the
Skitter-based topology, the performance gap between the RM-RG algorithm and the
substrate-topology-aware algorithms is bigger. This supports our hypothesis that the
joint connectivity of nodes with mid-range degrees will have an effect on the overlay
resilience performance. Nevertheless, the resilience of the RM-RG algorithm is still
relative small and close to that of the full mesh given an appropriate overlay node degree.
For our later discussion, we fix the overlay node degree equal to 5 since the resilience
improvement with higher overlay node degrees is small.
(2) We change the number of the overlay nodes to verify whether the previous obser-
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Figure 4.8: Results of various algorithms with overlay node degree equal to 5 and the
number of overlay nodes equal to 50 with the Whois-based AS-level topology: (a) the
resilience performance of Full Mesh with one standard deviation and the RM-RG algo-
rithm; (b) the relative resilience of the LO-MARG, TKMST, EDL-KMST and RM-RG
algorithms
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Figure 4.9: The relative resilience performance with different overlay sizes with the
Skitter-based AS-level topology: (a) 40; (b) 60; (c) 80; (d) 100
vations still hold for different scenarios. The results are shown in Figure 4.9 6 and
Figure 4.10 for the Skitter-based and Whois-based AS-level topologies, respectively. As
shown in the graphs, the results still support our previous analysis.
(3) The results shown in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 illustrate when the single failure
and accumulative focused failure models are deployed. It can be concluded that there is
little difference between various methods in both models. The resilience of the topologies
6The LO-MARG algorithm is not the best when the overlay node number is 80 and 100 nodes in this
figure due to the setting of the simulated annealing parameter settings. Since the difference between
the best one (EDL-KMST) and the LO-MARG algorithm is within 0.2%, we choose not to go through
the process presented in Appendix A again. However, it can be undertaken by following the parameter
setting process described in Appendix A in order to achieve better performance with the LO-MARG
algorithm.
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Figure 4.10: The relative resilience performance with different overlay sizes with the
Whois-based AS-level topology: (a) 20; (b) 30; (c) 40; (d) 50
constructed using various methods are high against a single failure. This is because the
overlay networks have high remaining connectivities after one random single failure.
Thus, the failure can be easily recovered by the overlay network although it cannot
be mitigated quickly using the traditional paradigm. As for the accumulative focused
failures, these results originate from the fact that it has devastating effect on overlays as
it can affect the all the neighbouring substrate nodes starting from the failure starting
point. Thus, irrespective of the methods employed, the connection loss in the overlay
layer is very high.
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4.6 Performance Evaluation with Router-level Topologies
4.6.1 Assumptions and Simulation Settings
The assumptions are similar to those for the evaluation with AS-level topologies described
in Section 4.5 except that we do not assume a symmetrical path between a substrate
node pair and it is determined by the shortest path first algorithm implemented in the
substrate layer.
As for the router-level topology formed among the ROMCA overlay nodes, this infor-
mation can be inferred by the techniques summarized in Chapter 6. The GT-ITM
topology generator is exploited to generate different transit-stub topologies. We adopt
the same failure model as used in [48], namely setting the substrate link failure magni-
tude to be 2% and the results are averaged over 1000 iterations unless otherwise stated.
Accordingly, the TKMST and EDL-KMST algorithms use link overlap as the metric
when constructing the overlay links sequentially.
Due to the high complexity of the LO-MARG algorithms and the good performance of
the EDL-KMST and RM-RG algorithms given appropriate settings, both of which have
comparatively very low complexity, we mainly focus on the evaluation of the EDL-KMST
and RM-RG algorithms.
4.6.2 Results and Analysis
Firstly, we discuss the impact of the overlay topology degree with one of the generated
substrate router-level topologies. As shown in Figure 4.13, the EDL-KMST algorithm
performs the best among all the methods with the same overlay node degree given
various overlay node degrees. But there is only a small difference between the EDL-
KMST algorithm and the TKMST algorithm. Furthermore, the higher the overlay node
degree is, the higher the network resilience is and closer to that of the full mesh topology.
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Figure 4.13: Impact of overlay node degree in a router-level topology with 3200 nodes
and about 20000 links
In order to achieve comparable performance with that of the full mesh topology with
much less overhead, we choose to set the overlay node degree to 4 where the RM-RG
algorithm can perform satisfactorily.
Secondly, we have also verified the performance of the EDL-KMST and RM-RG algo-
rithms with different overlay node numbers and different substrate networks. The results
are shown in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15. As shown in both graphs, the performance of
the EDL-KMST algorithm is best. Moreover, given the current settings of overlay node
degree, the performance of the RM-RG algorithm has comparable performance to that
of the substrate-topology aware algorithms.
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter, the overlay topology construction issue in the context of the ROMCA
overlay for providing resilience service is thoroughly analyzed using both AS-level and
router-level topologies as the substrate network. Several conclusions can be identified
and are listed as follows:
• The proposed Least-Overlap Mapping of Regular Graph algorithm (LO-MARG)
performs the best in all scenarios with AS-level topologies and it performs much
better than other methods given a low overlay degree constraint. However, it
possesses very high computational complexity since a large number of iterations
are needed to search for a more resilient solution.
• The proposed Enhanced Dual-Layer-aware K-Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm
(EDL-KMST) typically performs second best in terms of resilience among all the
methods compared under the same overlay node degree constraint with AS-level
topologies and performs the best with router-level topologies compared to the
methods considered. This EDL-KMST algorithm has much lower complexity; how-
ever, it cannot guarantee that the constructed overlay topology is a regular graph.
• Through extensive simulations with both AS-level and router-level topologies, it
can be concluded that a random mapping of a regular graph method can perform
satisfactorily with an appropriate overlay node degree setting. The advantage of
this method is that it does not need substrate topology information. However, if an
overlay with guaranteed higher resilience is desirable, the two proposed substrate-
topology-aware schemes are recommended.
Chapter 5
Application Mapping to Achieve
Enhanced Resilience and QoS
5.1 Overview
In this chapter, we investigate how to map an application request exploiting the ROMCA
overlay in such a way that the selected hosting overlay node and link sets can provide not
only enhanced QoS but also resilience against potential substrate link failure(s). Unlike
previous works which only strive to solve this problem heuristically, we first formulate it
as an Integer Linear Program (ILP). Then, we enhance the proposed ILP model taking
into consideration the substrate topology features so as to provide effective backup paths.
Furthermore, in order to solve the problem time-efficiently, a novel and effective heuristic
which considers the substrate network topology information is also proposed for use
with larger networks. The effectiveness of both the proposed ILP model and the new
heuristic is verified through extensive simulations. By using small synthetic topologies,
the proposed enhanced ILP model is proved to perform significantly better in terms of
QoS performance as compared to the best existing heuristic and the heuristic solution
proposed in this chapter. Moreover, the ILP model can provide diversified working and
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backup paths using only few additional overlay nodes. However, the ILP does not scale
well. The proposed heuristic can enforce substrate-diversified paths but with a higher
number of additional overlay nodes involved in the mapping solution.
5.2 Problem Description
Motivated by network virtualization aimed at improving the effectiveness of the Internet
and the desire to support diversified services, deploying an application onto a host net-
work in a flexible and effective way has attracted much attention [15, 16]. Application
mapping is defined here as the process of mapping an application request onto a host
network (in our case, the ROMCA overlay) whilst satisfying the specific requirements
of the application. Typical requirements include the capacity of the nodes and links in
the host network, location of the host nodes, and the QoS performance and topology
constraints of the application request.
Depending on the components that need to be mapped, application mapping can
be categorized into two kinds: (1) link mapping of an application request, assuming
that nodes supporting/accommodating the application are fixed; (2) both node and
link mapping of an application request. As an example of the first category, S. Roy et
al [43] explore how to optimize an application-specific performance metric by selecting
a subset of substrate candidate nodes. The selected nodes are used to provide alternate
paths for an application and this can improve the performance such as resilience and
throughput. A typical example of the second category is Virtual Network Assignment
(VNA) [81–84], where both the nodes and links of the virtual network need to be mapped
onto a substrate network. The common requirement associated with this example is the
capacity of nodes and links in the hosting network [15]. Another example of the second
type is the work carried out in [16, 19], aimed at finding a set of links and nodes such
that the QoS requirement can be enhanced together with the resilience guarantees. Such
applications usually involve a distributed cooperative environment, such as distributed
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gaming, simulation and high performance computing. In this chapter, we focus on the
second kind of application mapping where both links and nodes are considered when
performing the mapping and the host network is the ROMCA overlay.
Besides the QoS requirements of an application request, one of the key challenges in
application mapping is how to increase the resilience of the mapped application. This
problem can be stated as: given a host network with QoS and candidate node and link
information, how should one place an application request with QoS constraints so as
to maximize the performance of the mapped application with the least resources possible
of the host network? The problem is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Similar to the work
in [16, 85], we mainly focus on meeting the delay requirement of an application request
in this chapter. Other QoS metrics, such as loss rate, can be easily considered by adding
additional constraints to the proposed ILP model. The candidate nodes for hosting an
application request are assumed to be the overlay nodes present in the ROMCA overlay.
When designing the model, we consider the following two objectives for fulfilling an
application request exploiting the ROMCA overlay, namely:
1. Finding a mapping of the application onto the host overlay layer in such a way
N1
A3
N2
n1
(i) Application Request
(ii) Overlay Layer
(iii) Substrate Layer
ν5
All links have 
delay of  1ms.
Application Node
Application Link
Substrate Candidate 
Node and Overlay Node
Substrate Non-Candidate 
Node
Substrate Link
Overlay Link
Dmax=6ms
Node and Link 
Mapping
ν1
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n2
n4
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n7
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n9
n10
n6n5
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
Figure 5.1: Problem description
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that the resulting delay performance is best.
2. Providing resilience by finding backup paths for the application request connections
in the mapping solution. However, this may require additional overlay nodes to
be involved in the mapping configuration thus incurring additional cost. Hence,
constraints on additional overlay node resource usage are considered in our model.
5.3 Integer Linear Program Formulation
In this section, we formulate the above-mentioned problem as an Integer Linear Program.
Furthermore, we strengthen the basic ILP model by incorporating substrate topology
information which can be obtained from the ROMCA overlay through active topology
inference. All the inputs to the models are defined in Table 5.1 whereas the variables
are listed in Table 5.2.
Table 5.1: Input (constant) notation table
Notation Definition
Notations for the application request and the substrate network
{NI}, {LAB} Set of nodes and links that describe an application
request
Dmax The delay constraint set by the application request
{nk}, {lij} Set of nodes and links that describe the substrate net-
work
{pij} The path between two nodes ni and nj in the substrate
network layer
Dij Delay of a path pij in the substrate network
Notations for the ROMCA overlay
{νr′}, {λm′n′} Set of overlay nodes and QoS-compliant overlay links to
describe the simplified overlay topology
olm′n′,p′q′ The overlap between two overlay links λm′n′ and λp′q′ in
the simplified overlay topology. It can be measured by
the number of substrate nodes/links two overlay links
share in common
Dm′n′ Delay of an overlay link λm′n′ in the simplified overlay
topology
Notations for the ILP Model
α, β, γ Weight factors (constants)
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Table 5.2: Variable notation table
Notation Definition
WABm′n′ (Binary)=1 if an application link LAB is mapped on λm′n′ ,
otherwise 0.
BABm′n′ (Binary)=1 if an overlay link λm′n′ is used as the backup
path for an application link LAB, otherwise 0.
M Ir′ (Binary)=1 if an application node NI is hosted by a candi-
date overlay node νr′ , otherwise 0.
Φm′n′,p′q′ (Binary)=1 if two overlay links λm′n′ and λp′q′ are both
selected for application mapping, otherwise 0.
Bm′ (Binary)=1 if an overlay node νm′ is used only for backup
use in application mapping, otherwise 0.
5.3.1 Integer Linear Program Model
As described in Section 5.2, an application request has both the topology and QoS
requirements. In order to facilitate the mapping of the application request and reduce
the computational complexity of the ILP model, we thus construct a simplified overlay
topology (νr′ , λm′n′).
The node set in this simplified topology consists of the candidate overlay nodes for
application mapping. The link set in this simplified overlay topology is composed of the
QoS-compliant overlay links. Each of these links is actually a path in the substrate layer.
Thus, the delay of an overlay link is the sum of the delay of each link along the related
path in the substrate layer (i.e. Dm′n′ = Dij). QoS-compliance denotes that the delay
of each overlay link is no bigger than that required by the application, namely,
{λm′n′} = {pij ∈ {plk} | ni = νm′ ,
nj = νn′ , Dij ≤ Dmax}
(5.1)
Figure 5.1 provides an example of the formation of a simplified overlay topology where
there are five nodes in the overlay network. According to the delay requirement of the
application request depicted and assuming shortest-path-first routing in the substrate
layer, the overlay links between these candidate overlay nodes form a full mesh topology
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Figure 5.2: A simplified topology with 50% remaining connectivity
as shown in Figure 5.1 (ii). The ratio of the number of links in the simplified topology
as compared to that of the full mesh topology is defined as the remaining connectivity
of the simplified topology. An example of a simplified topology with 50% remaining
connectivity is depicted in Figure 5.2.
If the substrate topology information is not considered, as in [19], the ILP formula-
tion can be presented as follows.
Objective:
minimize α
∑
{LAB}
∑
{λm′n′}
Dm′n′W
AB
m′n′ + β
∑
{νm′}
Bm′ (5.2)
Constraints:
-Delay Related Constraints:
∑
{λm′n′}
Dm′n′W
AB
m′n′ < Dmax, ∀LAB (5.3)
∑
{λm′n′}
Dm′n′B
AB
m′n′ < Dmax, ∀LAB (5.4)
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-Flow Related Constraints:
∑
m′
WABm′n′ −
∑
p′
WABn′p′ =

−1 if MAn′ = 1
1 if MBn′ = 1
0 otherwise
∀LAB (5.5)
∑
m′
BABm′n′ −
∑
p′
BABn′p′ =

−1 if MAn′ = 1
1 if MBn′ = 1
0 otherwise
∀LAB (5.6)
-Working and Backup Path Constraints:
WABm′n′ +B
AB
m′n′ ≤ 1 ∀LAB, ∀λm′n′ (5.7)
-Node Mapping Constraints:
∑
{NI}
M Ir′ ≤ 1, ∀νr′ (5.8)
∑
{νr′}
M Ir′ = 1, ∀NI (5.9)
Remarks:
1. The objective function (5.2) of this ILP model encompasses the two goals of appli-
cation mapping. The first half of the equation aims to minimize the delay of the
mapped application request. The second part endeavours to minimize the number
of overlay nodes which are used ONLY as a backup when allocating one backup
path for each application link. In the objective function, α+ β = 1.
2. Constraint sets (5.3) and (5.4) ensure the delay upper bound set by the application
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request can be accommodated during the selection of both the working and backup
substrate paths.
3. Constraint set (5.7) makes sure that working and backup paths for each link of the
application request do not use the same overlay resource.
4. Constraint set (5.8) ensures that an overlay node can host no more than one appli-
cation node whilst constraint set (5.9) ensures that an application node can be
mapped onto no more than one overlay node.
5.3.2 Enhanced Integer Linear Program Model
As discussed by previous researchers [43, 48], two seemingly disjoint overlay paths may
share a common substrate node/link and thus their failure probabilities are not indepen-
dent. Using Figure 5.1 as an example, there are many solutions available for the applica-
tion request shown in this graph. We discuss only three possible solutions here, namely,
{ν1, ν2, ν3}, {ν2, ν3, ν4} and {ν3, ν4, ν5}. However, only the second solution can pro-
vide effective resilience since the other two solutions cannot provide link-disjoint backup
paths 1. Therefore, in order to further provide effective resilience during the mapping
process, we enhance our basic ILP model described in the last section by modifying the
objective function and adding supplementary constraints.
In the substrate network layer, it is assumed that the routing between two nodes
is determined by an underlying network routing algorithm (be it either Shortest Path
First(SPF) or policy-based routing). In the enhanced model, two aspects are considered.
The first one is that the working and backup paths are chosen by the overlay in such a
manner that they avoid link overlap in the substrate layer. The second one is that we
intend to minimize the substrate link overlap of two application links when mapped to
the overlay layer so as to minimize the impact of substrate link failure(s) on the mapped
1Access substrate links of the overlay nodes are not counted since disjointedness cannot be achieved
with them in provider-independent overlays like ROMCA.
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links of the application request. Note that this model can be utilized only when the
substrate topology information is available and it is assumed that the ROMCA overlay
can obtain the accurate substrate topology information in this chapter.
The enhanced ILP overlay mapping model is presented as follows.
Enhanced objective function:
minimize α
∑
{LAB}
∑
{λm′n′}
Dm′n′W
AB
m′n′+
β
∑
{νm′}
Bm′ + γ
∑
{λm′n′}
∑
{λp′q′}
olm′n′,p′q′Φm′n′,p′q′
(5.10)
Here α + β + γ = 1 2 and Φm′n′,p′q′ is a binary variable and is equal to 1 only when∑
{LAB}W
AB
m′n′ =
∑
{LAB}W
AB
p′q′ = 1. In order to linearize the expression of this binary
variable, we use the following inequalities to describe this relationship.
Φm′n,p′q′ ≥
∑
{LAB}
WABm′n′ +
∑
{LAB}
WABp′q′ − 1
∀λm′n′ , ∀λp′q′
(5.11)
Φm′n,p′q′ ≤
∑
{LAB}
WABm′n′ ∀λm′n′ , ∀λp′q′ (5.12)
Φm′n,p′q′ ≤
∑
{LAB}
WABp′q′ ∀λm′n′ , ∀λp′q′ (5.13)
Additional Constraints:
WABm′n′ +B
AB
p′q′ ≤ 1 if olm′n′,p′q′ ≥ 1,
∀λm′n′ , ∀λp′q′ , ∀LAB
(5.14)
Additional remarks:
1. The modified objective function (5.10) includes the objective to maximize the diver-
2The sum of the 3 weight factors α, β, and γ is set to be 1 without reducing the versatility of the
objective function. The relative values of the three weights need to be selected to reflect the value range
of each component, based on their chosen relative importance.
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sity between each pair of mapped application links. Thus, the chance that substrate
link failures cause the disruption of the mapped application service for the ROMCA
overlay is reduced. Although it can be argued that it is better to find a mapping
of application links without any overlap, we formulate it as stated above because
it is likely that there will be no solution when there is high overlap in the paths
among the candidate overlay nodes. However, this model can be easily adapted to
achieve non-overlapping application link mapping by adding additional constraints
instead of including the last part of the objective.
2. The additional constraint set (5.14) ensures that working and backup paths for an
application link do not share underlying links wherever possible. Note that if a
hosting overlay node is a stub node, the substrate link connecting this node with
the rest of the overlay will be a single point of failure. For example, in Figure 5.1,
all the overlay nodes are stub nodes. Hence, if their access link(s) fail, they will lose
all of their connections without the possibility of finding an alternative. The access
link overlap in the overlay layer is not taken into consideration when calculating
the link overlap of two overlay paths among the candidate overlay nodes.
5.4 Proposed Heuristic Algorithm
Based on the previous heuristic proposed in [16], we develop a new and simple heuristic
that incorporates substrate topology information. This substrate-topology-aware heuris-
tic for finding an application mapping solution ensures that the allocated backup paths
do not share common links in the substrate layer with their corresponding working paths.
The procedure for this heuristic is illustrated in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Novel application mapping heuristic algorithm
Step 1: Construct a simplified overlay topology {νr′}, {λm′n′}.
Step 2: Repeat the following until {NI} = Ø or no solution can be
found.
Step 2.1 Order the unmapped application node list with a descending
node degree and denote it as {NI}.
Step 2.2 Choose the first node in {NI} and find a subset of candi-
date overlay nodes that (1) meet the degree requirement of
the current application node; (2) can provide at least two
substrate-diversified paths with no more than two inter-
mediate overlay nodes to each application link connecting
the current chosen application node to the already mapped
application nodes; (3) have not been chosen to host applica-
tion nodes before.
Step 2.3 Sort this candidate overlay node subset using the following
criteria (in descending order) and notate the sorted list as
{ni}.
(a) The average number of backup paths an overlay node
can provide, capped at two;
(b) Give preference to the overlay nodes that have already
been chosen in the mapped solution;
(c) Node quality (as measured by adding the inverse of the
delay quality over all its associated QoS-compliant paths
with no more than three hops in the simplified overlay topol-
ogy).
Step 2.4 If {ni} 6= Ø, choose the first overlay node in the list, remove
the currently mapped application node from {NI}; other-
wise, add the previously mapped application node back to
{NI} (i.e. backtracking) and go to Step 2. (Note: if no
backtracking can be carried out, it will report no solution as
stated in Step 2.)
Step 2.5 Compute the working paths for all the to-be-mapped appli-
cation links connecting the currently mapped application
nodes with the already mapped application nodes.
Step 2.6 Compute a backup path for each of the application links
mapped in Step 2.5, ensuring no substrate-link overlap
between the working and backup path pair.
5.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we first describe the evaluation metrics adopted here. Then, we present
the simulation settings followed by the results for both the proposed ILP model and the
new heuristic algorithm obtained through extensive simulations with synthetic topolo-
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gies. Finally, we analyze the computational complexity of the proposed heuristic mea-
sured in terms of CPU time as compared to the best existing solution [16].
5.5.1 Evaluation Metrics
For evaluation purposes, we adopt metrics similar to those used in [16] and formally
define each of them as follows:
1. Davg: Average delay of the mapped application, namely,
Davg =
∑
{LAB}
∑
{λm′n′}Dm′n′W
AB
m′n′
| LAB | (5.15)
where | LAB | denotes the number of application links.
2. Owb: It is defined as the percentage of application links that have a backup path
sharing substrate links with the corresponding working path and is used to measure
resilience of the mapped application request. In [16], it is defined as the ratio of
the sum of direct and indirect paths over the number of direct paths. This does
not consider the overlap of two mapped application links in the substrate layer.
Moreover, we only consider the backup paths that are specifically allocated (i.e.
path protection) since it usually takes a longer time if the backup paths have to be
chosen from a pool upon failure of the working path(s) (i.e. path restoration) [86].
Owb can be expressed as:
Owb =
∑
{LAB}OAB
| LAB | (5.16)
where OAB is binary and is equal to 1 when the number of substrate links the
working and backup path allocated for an application link LAB share is non-zero.
3. Cr: Resilience cost. It is defined as the number of overlay nodes that are used for
backup but not as the hosting nodes for application mapping and is expressed as
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follows:
Cr =
∑
{νm′}
Bm′ (5.17)
5.5.2 Simulation Settings
The ILP models proposed here can be solved using different techniques. We only focus
the performance of the enhanced ILP model solved using CPLEX 3 and denote it as
QRILP . CPLEX [87] uses branch and bound techniques for solving ILPs and is capable
of solving ILPs consisting of up to one million variables and constraints.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed model and the proposed heuristic
(notated as pQoSMap), we also implement the latest heuristic QoSMap [16] 4. In the
QRILP model and the pQoSMap heuristic we have more stringent requirements than
that of QoSMap in terms of finding backup paths. It might be impossible to find a
solution. If there exists a solution, it is conjectured that the resilience cost will be higher
than that of QoSMap. However, it depends heavily on the delay and connectivity
features of the overlay candidate pools.
In order to evaluate the proposed ILP solution and heuristic method, we adopt net-
work settings similar to those in [85] 5. To be more specific, the substrate network has
80 nodes, generated using GT-ITM [88]. Each node pair is randomly connected with
probability of 0.6, 0.8, and 1. These configurations are denoted as P60, P80, and P100,
respectively, and the link delay is set by the topology generator. The overlay nodes are
randomly attached to distinct substrate nodes in the substrate network with a delay of
1ms and the size of the candidate pool is fixed at 20. Depending on the application delay
request, the simplified topologies have remaining connectivities from 40% to 100%. For
an application request, we consider five different topologies 6, a full-mesh topology, ran-
3An explanation of the ILP model implementation is provided in Appendix B.
4The details of the simulation platform and its code verification are given in Appendix B.
5Other substrate networks, including another type of synthetic topology and a real-network dataset,
are also considered later in Chapter 7 for a performance evaluation of the proposed heuristic.
6Please note that we use different application topology types to verify the performance of the proposed
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domly connected topologies with 50% and 25% connectivities, a tree topology and a ring
topology, each having 8 nodes. We carry out the simulations for all 105 scenarios with the
QoSMap and pQoSMap heuristics. For the ILP model, we implement all the simulation
scenarios except the ones where the application topology is a full mesh due to its high
computational complexity. Unless otherwise specified, α is set to a comparatively high
value whilst β and γ are set to a low value (expressed in (5.10)) to favour application
mappings that can obtain better delay performance. α = 0.98, β = 0.01, γ = 0.01 for the
results presented in this chapter unless otherwise specified.
5.5.3 Results and Analysis
Firstly, we compare the performance of the three methods. Since the results are sim-
ilar across different application topology requests, we only present the results for the
simulation scenarios where the application topology is of 50% connectivity.
Figure 5.3 shows that the proposed ILP model leads to a much better averaged delay
for the mapped application request and the average delay performance is comparatively
stable under different application delay requests. Furthermore, the delay performance of
the two heuristic algorithms are similar though there is some variation depending upon
the requested application delay-bound. Note that when the substrate network is P60
and P80 and the remaining connectivity after pruning those links violating application
delay constraint in the simplified overlay topology 7 is 40%, no solution exists for all
methods. Owb for the proposed ILP solution in all scenarios equals 0 while Cr equals 0
except in the P80 substrate network with the 70% remaining connectivity scenario, for
which the value is 1 as depicted in Figure 5.4. By tuning the three weight factors in the
ILP model to prefer the lowest Cr possible, no resilience cost for backup purposes can
ILP model and heuristics. This is similar to the scenarios adopted in [85]. The performance difference in
accommodating various application topologies is not comparable since they have different features (i.e.
different number of links).
7For brevity, the remaining connectivity is used to describe the simplified overlay topology in the rest
of this chapter.
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Figure 5.3: Davg comparison for the QRILP model, the heuristic pQoSMap and the
existing QoSMap
be obtained with a slightly increased value of resultant average delay 8. On the other
hand, the proposed heuristic can achieve none overlapped working and backup paths,
namely, Owb is equal to zero. However, this is obtained with additional overlay nodes
included in the solution as shown in Figure 5.4. Although the QoSMap heuristic seldom
requires additional overlay nodes, it has much higher percentage of overlapped working
and backup paths. This is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
Secondly, we compare the performance of the two heuristic methods in all the other
simulation scenarios (i.e. application request with FM, 25% connectivity, ring and tree
topologies). As shown in Figure 5.6, pQoSMap needs to use additional overlay nodes
to ensure diversified working and backup paths for supporting the application request.
However, as the connectivity of the substrate topology increases, the number of addi-
tional overlay nodes decreases. Similarly, when the application delay requirement is less
stringent, it costs less in terms of resilience cost to find non-overlapping backup paths.
In general, an application request with a topology that is less-connected also reduces
the necessity of using additional overlay nodes for the same purpose. Note that out of
8One example is presented in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.5: Owb evaluation for the QoSMap heuristic (Note: only non-zero Owb values
are shown.)
the 105 simulation scenarios we use, the pQoSMap heuristic cannot obtain solutions in
four cases although QoSMap can. This is because no substrate-diversified backup paths
exist in the overlay layer. Similar to the observation of the analysis given at the start of
this section, the QoSMap method performs worse in terms of resilience as compared to
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Figure 5.6: Cr evaluation of the pQoSMap heuristic with FM, 25%, ring and tree
application topologies and different delay requirements
the proposed heuristic since it incurs a much higher percentage of overlapping working
and backup paths whilst Owb = 0 for all pQoSMap solutions. This is confirmed by the
simulation results presented in Figure 5.7.
Furthermore, we compare the average delay achieved by both heuristic methods using
the Davg Ratio. This metric is defined as the Davg of the pQoSMap heuristic divided
by that of the QoSMap solution. The results are illustrated in Figure 5.8. As shown in
the graph, the average delay achieved by both methods are comparable in all simulation
scenarios 9. In general, the pQoSMap solution needs to sacrifice delay performance
when the delay requirement of the application is too tight. Note that in some scenarios
pQoSMap performs better than QoSMap in terms of the average delay of the mapped
application request. This can arise since QoSMap cannot guarantee to choose nodes with
9The difference between these two heuristics is smaller than 25% in almost all cases. Moreover, both
methods can achieve much lower average delay than required by the application mapping requests.
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the best delay performance since it chooses overlay nodes sequentially with a preference
for previously chosen overlay nodes. Since the pQoSMap heuristic chooses backup paths
exploiting substrate topology information, its solution can select a set of overlay nodes
with a lower average delay.
5.5.4 Computational Time Analysis of the Novel Heuristic
In order to compare the computational complexity of both algorithms 10 (based on an
Intel-based machine with a 2.4 GHz processor), we adopt the P60 topology employed in
the previous section and attach one overlay node to each of the substrate nodes with 1ms
delay (i.e. with 80 overlay candidate nodes). The node size of the application request
varies from 10 to 50 with an interval of 5 and the remaining connectivity of the simplified
overlay topology varies from 50% to 100% depending on the settings of the application
delay request. The application topology type is the same as described in the last section.
For all the scenarios, when a mapping solution exists, the QoSMap heuristic takes less
than 1 second to find one solution. Similarly, the pQoSMap heuristic takes less than 1
second except for 3 scenarios where the CPU time is 2 seconds. In the three scenarios, the
application topology request is a full mesh with 40, 45 and 50 nodes, and the remaining
connectivity of the simplified overlay topology is 100%. However, if no solution exists,
both algorithms have a high execution time since considerable backtracking arises to
iterate all eligible candidate nodes before reporting no solution. The running time when
no solution can be found for an application topology with 25% connectivity is shown in
Table 5.4. One possible solution to avoid long execution times is to assign a limit and
stop searching once this threshold is reached. In summary, the execution times of the
proposed heuristic are comparable to those of the QoSMap heuristic.
10We do not compare the computational time of the ILP solution since it is infeasible for the settings
we adopt here.
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Table 5.4: Execution time (in seconds) comparison when no solution exists for the appli-
cation topology with 25% connectivity
Overlay Size Remaining Connectivity pQoSMap QoSMap
60% 414 28550
50% 377 284
45 50% 381 300
40 50% 389 297
35 50% 12 258
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, a novel overlay mapping model exploiting Integer Linear Program is
proposed that can provide enhanced QoS performance and effective resilience. In order
to improve the effectiveness of the backup path selection, substrate network topology
information is taken into consideration. Through small-network simulations, it is verified
that the proposed ILP model can perform much better than the heuristics considered.
Although solving the ILP for larger networks is infeasible, it still provides a useful
benchmark for evaluating existing and new heuristic algorithms with small networks. For
solving the problem with large networks, a novel heuristic is proposed that exploits the
substrate information to obtain a feasible solution. Through simulations with synthetic
networks, it is verified that the proposed heuristic can provide more effective backup
paths compared to the state-of-the-art best solution. However, it does not necessarily
provide the best quality of service and a small number of additional overlay nodes may
be needed for effective backup purposes.
Chapter 6
Survey of Substrate Topology
Inference through Active Probing
6.1 Overview
In the last two chapters, we have shown that substrate topology information is instrumen-
tal to secure better performance from the ROMCA overlay for providing both resilience
service and application mapping. Although there are surveys summarizing the efforts
toward discovering the Internet topology, no work has addressed how to infer the routing
topology among a particular group of hosts 1 scattered across the Internet. These two
issues differ in scale, objective and solutions currently available. How to infer the routing
topology among a group of hosts is non-trivial due to the complexity, size and decen-
tralized nature of the Internet. Nevertheless, a cost-effective means of inferring topology
would be of considerable benefit to the ROMCA overlay as well as other applications
summarized in Chapter 2. Since external information, such as routing table entries,
is not publicly available to hosts, most of the methodologies employ an active probing
1“Hosts” are defined as the set of machines that are under control of the routing topology discovery
mechanism or cooperate in order to provide this function. Hosts can be either end-systems or routers.
In this thesis, it refers to the overlay nodes in ROMCA.
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mechanism to address this issue. For this reason our focus is on active probing based
solutions, too.
In this chapter, a comparison between generic Internet topology discovery and that
operating among a specific group of hosts is examined in order to distinguish these two
situations. Furthermore, we discuss the motivation that underlines the significance of
various techniques addressing Routing Topology Discovery (RTD) among a group of
hosts. We then classify the strategies into two types: Router-Assisted (RA) and Non-
Router-Assisted (NRA), and consider in detail the state-of-the-art position, including
the merits and challenges of various approaches. A discussion and summary are then
presented in the last section.
6.2 Problem Description
We summarize the main strategies proposed in the literature for inferring the network-
layer topology 2 among a group of hosts scattered across the Internet. It is of significant
relevance to applications which involve a two-layer network where the lower layer is the
Internet and needs a priori knowledge of the (inferred) lower-layer topology to obtain
better performance for the upper layer. For example, this information is essential to
secure better performance for the applications supported by the ROMCA overlay in
this thesis. In the rest of the chapter, the term “node” and “router” will be used
interchangeably to describe the nodes in the inferred topology other than the hosts.
Moreover, topology discovery mechanism among a group of hosts will be referred as
“RTD-Selective” whereas the topology discovery across the whole Internet will be termed
as “RTD-Complete” for brevity.
A network-layer topology can describe a network at various levels, such as the inter-
face level, router level 3 and AS level [33]. If combined with information from other layers,
2The terms network layer topology, routing topology, and layer-3 topology will be used interchangeably
throughout the chapter.
3It is also referred as IP layer in other literature, such as [32].
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other types of topologies can also be obtained. For example, combined with geographical
information of the routers, a Point-Of-Presence (PoP) map can be obtained [32]. Due
to the limitation of active probing, this chapter predominantly focuses on the interface
level and router level topologies 4 and presents a systematic overview of routing topology
discovery mechanisms through active probing that operate among a group of hosts.
There are two main strategies for solving the RTD-Selective problem through active
probe injection: traceroute-based and tomography-based. Both exploit active probes to
obtain information to infer the topology representing network-layer connection relation-
ships among a group of nodes, often residing across multiple domains. The traceroute-
based 5 methods send messages, e.g. ICMP/UDP packets [70], among the group of hosts
to infer the topology. This type of method is simple but depends on the routers response
to the probe messages where appropriate (e.g. TIME EXCEEDED reply with detailed
information) and additional procedures are usually needed because non-standard router
behaviours are common in the Internet as discussed in Section 6.3. This strategy is also
termed Router-Assisted (RA).
On the other hand, the tomography-based approaches operate without the neces-
sity of router responses, but rely solely on collected end-to-end information. These are
termed Non-Router-Assisted (NRA). However, they may need to retrieve a substantial
volume of data in order to construct an accurate representation of the topology. More-
over, the computational complexity of tomography-based strategies is comparatively high
compared to traceroute-based ones since statistical and signal-processing techniques are
usually employed within the inference process [91]. Finally, NRA methods can infer only
the logical topology, which is a simplified representation of the actual substrate topology.
To be more specific, a single logical link in the inferred topology represents the set of
4Topologies at other levels require relevant information from network providers either directly or
indirectly. For example, inter-domain routing tables provided by Internet Service Providers are needed
to obtain the AS-level topology, or publically available databases [89] can be exploited. We refer interested
readers to publications [33, 34] for further information.
5In this chapter, the term “traceroute” refers to all the probe methods that take advantage of Internet
Control Message Protocol (ICMP) based discovery with or without modifications. The term “Traceroute”
is used to specifically present the standard “Traceroute” tool specified in ICMP protocol [90].
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Figure 6.1: A network topology example
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Figure 6.2: Topology discovery example: (a) the topology obtained using the traceroute-
based method in an ideal scenario where all the routers behave in the standard way; (b)
the logical topology obtained using the tomography-based method
substrate links connecting two branching routers in the substrate topology. For example,
both methods are deployed on the network topology depicted in Figure 6.1, where Host
A is the source and all the rest of the hosts are destinations. The inferred topology
obtained using the RA methodology, assuming all routers responding to traceroute mes-
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sages, will be the topology as shown in Figure 6.2(a). However, the tomography-based
strategy can only obtain a simplified logical topology as depicted in Figure 6.2(b), as the
non-branching internal nodes are not identifiable.
Although RTD-Complete and RTD-Selective share many similarities, as stated in
this section and Section 6.3, there are several aspects that differentiate RTD-Selective
mechanisms from existing efforts in obtaining the Internet topology. Firstly, the impetus
behind work addressing these two issues is not the same. Internet topology inference is
of crucial significance to a systematic understanding of the current Internet, its evolution
and modeling [32] as well as facilitating resilience and tackling security issues [33]. On the
other hand, network topology inference among a group of hosts is application-oriented
and often conducted with comparatively few resources. The inferred topologies in the
RTD-Selective problem are of interest to activities that usually need this information
obtained in a timely fashion. This information can be used to either improve the perfor-
mance of proposed algorithms or enable engineering/strategies based on the knowledge
about the part of network that is concerned. Secondly, the scale of the targeted topology
for these two problems is drastically different. The RTD-Complete solution aims to find
the routing topology of the whole Internet and usually takes a long time, e.g. of the
order of days [66], to execute the discovery process. The usual active probing methods
use probes that need router responses, such as traceroute [32]. Whereas, the number of
nodes involved in the RTD-Selective case is much smaller and it is possible to exploit
techniques such as network topology tomography to solve this problem. Thirdly, RTD-
Complete schemes usually exploit a small number of Vantage Points (VP) to a large
pool of publicly routable IP addresses that they have no control over. That is to say,
strategies address this RTD-Complete issue by sampling the Internet using traceroute
tools. The inferred topology obtained in such a manner is proved not to be able to
acquire a complete router and link set for the Internet (i.e. this is often referred to as
the sampling bias problem), thus it cannot represent the true features of the Internet.
For example, the power-law characteristic of the Internet is questioned [92, 93]. Another
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issue with using tracerouting for RTD-Complete originates from the asymmetrical routes
found in Internet; Reverse traceroute [94] is proposed to solve this. Quite differently,
these are not issues for RTD-Selective solutions because (1) they only endeavor to dis-
cover the topological relationship of the routers covered by the paths connecting each
pair of hosts, not the complete Internet topology; (2) forwarding and reverse traceroute
paths between a pair of hosts are obtainable since all the entities that can carry out
active probing are either under the control of the RTD-Selective discovery mechanism
or can cooperate with each other. A discussion about routing topology inference of the
Internet at various levels is beyond the scope of this work and interested readers are
referred to the survey works [32–34].
6.3 Router-Assisted RTD-Selective
RA topology discovery among a group of hosts includes three processes: E2E probe injec-
tion, initial data processing and AR router resolution 6. The second process includes
integrating the traceroute entries, dealing with anomalies (such as presence of private
addresses) and resolving router aliases [95] (i.e. mapping IP interfaces to routers).
According to how the first two processes interact, RA RTD-Selective solutions can be
categorized into sequential or iterative. The basic flow diagram of these alternatives is
shown in Figure 6.3. In the sequential methods, as indicated by the name, the probe
injection and initial data handling are performed serially, while these two steps are done
repeatedly in iterative methods.
Using either of these methods, only an initial interface-level topology is obtained. It is
generally a redundant topology in non-ideal cases as a result of traceroute measurement
artifacts. A typical example is that a router which does not respond to traceroute
messages i.e. an Anonymous Router (AR), may be represented by multiple nodes notated
with different identifications. As shown by the examples in Chapter 2, the router-level
6This is often the case when traceroute is employed for use in the Internet. However, this step is not
included in ideal cases.
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Figure 6.3: Workflows for the RA RTD-Selective process
topology is usually required. Thus, merging techniques are also needed to fuse the IP
address of each router interface into a single router identifier so as to obtain an accurate
router-level topology as possible. Moreover, probing overhead of pair-wise tracerouting
increases quadratically with the number of involved hosts. Hence, the main issues of this
inference method that have been researched are: (1) traceroute measurement artifacts
and how to prevent/mitigate them; (2) the techniques to reduce the probing cost during
the injection process; (3) the algorithms used to solve the anonymous router problem
and (4) IP Alias resolution. Since some of the issues are common to that of RTD-
Complete schemes and previous Internet topology surveys [32–34] have already covered
some aspects of this, we will only elaborate those elements that are either new or closely
related to the problem addressed here but not for the RTD-Complete case in this section.
However, a brief description of some important methodologies designed for the RTD-
Complete case is included here for completeness.
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6.3.1 “traceroute” Basics
One of the main features associated with the RA approach is that it relies on routers
responding to the probes issued by the peripheral hosts, in addition to their basic for-
warding function. The most well-known tool is Traceroute written by Van Jacobson for
network debugging purposes [96].
Assume that Host A Traceroutes to Host B in the network topology shown in Fig-
ure 6.1. In this instance, Host A issues UDP messages (or ICMP echo Requests) with
increasing value of Time-To-Live (TTL) starting from 1. When intermediate routers, for
example Router 1, receive the packet, they decrement the TTL field by 1 before forward-
ing it to the next-hop router. If in doing so, the TTL value reaches zero, then the router
will discard the message and send back a “TIME EXCEEDED” error message to the
source node, including its own IP address. Thus, Host A will learn the IP address of the
intermediate routers from the reply messages obtained in turn, together with the Round
Trip Time (RTT) that it can measure. Finally, the UDP message is delivered to the
destination node (i.e. Host B in this example). The destination node will reply with a
“Destination Unreachable” message with error code “Port Unreachable” as the received
message is usually assigned with an unused high port number. Thus, the complete route
traversed by packets sent from Host A to Host B is obtained. This process is illustrated
in Figure 6.4 [33].
With the growth, commercialization and distributed autonomy of the global Internet,
these Traceroute-based tools face feasibility and accuracy challenges. Table 6.1 itemizes
the various types of traceroute tools currently available. Although some of them will be
discussed later in this section, we refer the reader to the schemes listed in Table 6.1 for
more information.
For example, an increasing number of routers are configured by operators [103] to
behave in a “non-standard” way as specified in [90] and appear as “*”s in the Tracer-
oute output. This type of router is generally referred to as an anonymous router. For
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Table 6.1: Summary of “traceroute” tools
Probe Type Project Example Cost Auxiliary Methods
ICMP
based
Skitter [36] Low None
UDP based DIMES [97] Low None
TCP based — Low
Using TCP SYN pack-
ets [33, 98]
Doubletree
based [99]
Max-Delta [100] Medium
End hosts need to share
traceroute results.
Paris
traceroute
[101]
Archipelago [66] Medium
Certain fields in the packet
header are manipulated,
such as the “sequence num-
ber”. [102]
Reverse
tracer-
oute [94]
— High
Source spoofing, IP
timestamp, record router
options and use of multiple
vantage points
instance, some routers may not respond to and even discard the probe messages. So, the
source cannot retrieve any information about the Round Trip Time (RTT) and addresses
subsequent to this un-responsive node along the forwarding path. In order to avoid the
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excessive sending of probes to such un-responding routers, the maximum hop length is
set to 30 by default. Another example is that the behaviour of routers may depend on
the probing rate, which is known as a rate-limiting configuration. To be more specific, a
router will not reply if the rate is higher than a pre-defined threshold, otherwise it will
respond. The classification and definition of ARs are summarized in Table 6.2, together
with examples. These non-standard router behaviours are quite common in the Internet
as discussed in [99, 103, 104] using real traceroute datasets.
The current de facto operation of the Internet also has negative effect on the credibil-
ity of Traceroute results. Firstly, some ISPs may adopt load balancing in their networks
so as to improve the overall performance. This results in the phenomenon that data
packets of a single application/flow may not take the same route. This affects Tracer-
oute probes too and leads to inaccurate router/link path information. Secondly, the
route taken from the source node to the destination node may not be the same as the
reverse route [3, 94]. Therefore, traceroute can only obtain the source-to-destination path
information, leaving the destination-to-source one unexplored. Moreover, in order to
improve the network performance, many ISPs now deploy Multi-Protocol Label Switch-
ing (MPLS) on their routers. Instead of looking at the IP header of the incoming packets,
routers forward the packets much faster by inspecting a shorter fixed length label iden-
tifier associated with the packets. Therefore, the TTL field may not be reduced on a
hop-by-hop basis. Inaccurate information of the path may thus result. To avoid this
anomaly, the only existing solution is to exploit enhanced traceroute [105], which is
informed by the existence of label-switch routers to factor in the appropriate hop count.
To tackle the first issue, B. Augustin et al propose an improved traceroute tool called
Paris traceroute [101]. It can force all sequential probes to follow a single path by manip-
ulating the fields in the probe header. This is based on their experimental observation
that a natural flow identifier is the classic five-tuple of fields from the IP header and
either the TCP or UDP headers: Source IP address, Destination IP address, Protocol,
Source port, and Destination port [102]. For example, the sequence number and ICMP
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Table 6.2: Anonymous routers classification and definition
Type Definition Example (using Figure 6.1)
T-1
This type of AR does
not reply to ICMP
messages, but it will
forward the messages
to next-hop node.
From Host A to Host E:
1: normal [R1 IP Address]
2: normal [R2 IP Address]
3: ? ? ? Request Timeout⇒ [R8] T-1
4: normal [R9 IP Address]
5: normal [R10 IP Address]
6: normal [Host E IP Address]
T-2
This type of AR replies
to ICMP messages
depending on its
working status, namely
it may reply in light
load but not in heavy
load.
Case 1:
. . . . . .
X: 30ms 40ms 35ms [IP address]
. . . . . .
Case 2:
. . . . . .
X: ? ? ? Request Timeout ⇒ T-2
. . . . . .
T-3
This type of AR will
discard ICMP messages
without replying and
forwarding, thus results
in all the routers
downstream staying
unknown to the source.
From Host C to Host D:
1: normal [R5 IP Address]
2: ? ? ? Request Timeout⇒ [R7] T-3
3: ? ? ? Request Timeout
4: ? ? ? Request Timeout
. . . . . .
30: ? ? ? Request Timeout
T-4
This type of AR will
respond to ICMP
messages if traceroute
rate is below certain
limits, otherwise it will
discard the messages.
Similar to that of T-2, but the routers
will have to monitor the traceroute rate
and respond to the ICMP messages. If
the rate detected is higher than the
pre-specified value, it will behave as
shown the same as Case 2 for T-2.
Otherwise, it will behave as Case 1 for
T-2.
T-5
Private IP addresses
present in the
traceroute path. They
should not appear as
private IP addresses do
not provide meaningful
information for public
use.
X: 30ms 40ms 35ms 10.1.2.5 ⇒ T-5
X+1: normal [X+1 IP Address]
X+2: normal [X+2 IP Address]
X+3: normal [X+2 IP Address]
header for ICMP-based probes are manipulated to keep the flow identifier unchanged.
Thus, all the probe packets to the same destination will be sent over the same paths.
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This can avoid some of the anomalies encountered during the probing process and obtain
accurate path information [106]. Furthermore, they expand this traceroute mechanism
to discover all the possible multiple paths between a source-destination pair [107, 108].
On the other hand, in order to solve the asymmetry issue, “reverse traceroute” is
proposed by E. Katz-Bassett et al [94]. The auxiliary strategies required to perform the
reverse path discovery process include exploiting the IP timestamp and Record Route
(RR) options in IP header extensions, together with source spoofing by exploiting multi-
ple vantage points. The basic process is briefly described as follows. The vantage points
will send packets spoofing the source node to the destination with RR and/or Timestamp
options employed. Thus the source node can obtain complete/partial 7 information about
the route from the vantage point, via the destination node and back to itself. Given the
paths from vantage points to the source node are known, the source can complete the
reverse path discovery from the recorded route information obtained during the spoofing
process. As this approach involves a complex procedure to infer the reverse path from
the destination to the source, it is still debatable whether it will be widely adopted [109].
Moreover, this asymmetry problem of Internet paths is not an issue for RTD-Selective
schemes since all the participating hosts are assumed to be controlled by a common orga-
nization or operate cooperatively. In this case, the reverse traceroute strategy can be
readily used to determine the omitted part of the route information if the unresponsive
router is present within the first several hops of the usual tracerouted path.
6.3.2 Probing Cost Reduction
Given N hosts and assuming symmetric paths between each pair for simplicity, if pair-
wise traceroute is conducted, N(N − 1)/2 traceroutes are needed. How to reduce this
probing overhead has been researched in order to achieve efficient topology discovery.
Since this is also a problem in RTD-Complete schemes, techniques to reduce the probing
7The IP optional header supports the recording of a limited number of IP addresses. So if the route
to be recorded is too long, then only partial information can be noted.
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overhead for them can also be utilized here. However, their effectiveness needs to be
re-evaluated since the issues discussed here aims to traceroute between N hosts instead
of carrying out an N−to−M tracreouting, where N is the number of monitors and M is
the number of the destination addresses and these two values are highly unbalanced [66].
In reducing the traceroute overhead in discovering the interface-level Internet topol-
ogy, B. Donnet et al take the initiative verifying the existence of high redundancies
between traceroute entries through quantitative analysis [99]. Their discussion relies
on the assumption of tree-like routing structures in the Internet. The Doubletree algo-
rithm [99] is proposed to reduce two types of probing redundancy, namely: intra-monitor
and inter-monitor redundancy. The former means there are duplicated visits to routers
if traceroute is initiated from a single source to multiple destinations. And the latter
denotes the multiple visits to the same router when multiple sources discover routes to
the same destination. It is by manipulating the traceroute sequence as well as sharing
the information among these monitors that they either reduce both of these redundancies
or one of them. Detailed analysis is covered in [32] and [33], and thus omitted here.
In another independent work [100], Xing et al also carried out experiments on measur-
ing pair-wise traceroute redundancy. Unlike B. Donnet’s work, in the network scenarios
considered by Xing, there is no clear boundary between source and destination among a
group of hosts. Moreover, they assume the measurements are based at the router level
instead of the interface level. Nevertheless similar results are obtained showing high
redundancies within the Traceroute results.
Based on their analysis, Xing et al propose a landmark-based Traceroute method
called Max-Delta to discover the topology among a group of nodes with a reduced number
of Traceroute probes [110, 111]. The main idea is that if there is a large difference between
the Euclidean distance obtained through N landmarks and that of the inferred topology
for a pair of hosts, then it is highly probable that the path between the two hosts contains
many unexplored routers. Therefore, they prioritize the sequence of Traceroutes for each
host, in order to discover most of the incident links and routers in fewer iterations with
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reduced overhead compared with traditional approaches. In their later work, they expand
the scheme enabling it to be implemented in a distributed way. They also incorporate the
Doubletree algorithm and employ a router ID mapping table to further reduce overhead
and complexity [100]. More recently, they extend the Max-Delta scheme by incorporating
a preference for paths with shorter delays to reduce the traceroute resource consumption
and complexity whilst maintaining the inference accuracy [112]. In a separate work, they
propose a scheme that does not rely on coordinates [113]. However, in all their studies
addressing the probe reduction issue, they assume no ARs are present in the network.
Moreover, they do not mention how they can obtain the router-level topology. Although
this can be solved by the techniques summarized in Section 6.3.4, the effectiveness of
their proposed methods needs to be examined since additional probing traffic may arise
during the IP alias resolution process.
6.3.3 Anonymous Router Resolution
The presence of anonymous routers in a network greatly inflates the topology collected by
pair-wise traceroutes. To be more specific, T-1 ARs result in a “*” entry for each tracer-
oute that goes through them whilst T-3 ARs makes all the routers remain undiscovered
and thus all are represented by “*” entries. Each of the “*” entries is normally treated
as an independent router and thus generates a greater number of routers and links in
the inferred topology than truly exist. A simple example is depicted in Figure 6.5. The
number of nodes and links in the aggregated topology without AR resolution, as shown
in Figure 6.5(b), is greatly inflated as compared to the original one as illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.5 (a). Thus, it will result in an inaccurate representation of the true topology and
AR resolution techniques are needed to decrease the number of duplicated nodes and
links. It has been proved that this AR resolution issue is NP-hard [114] and heuristics
are usually proposed to solve it in a time-efficient manner. Recently, research in [115]
has formally proved that there is no algorithm that can guarantee to obtain a set of
candidate topologies that includes the original topology in the presence of even a small
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Figure 6.5: An example of AR presence impact in topology discovery: (a) actual network;
(b) inferred topology without AR resolution
percentage of anonymous routers.
Only a moderate amount of work addresses this AR presence problem, among which
Yao et al [114] pioneered the study of merging anonymous routers to create a topol-
ogy that is as close to the real topology as possible. They propose a heuristic solution.
However, their heuristic for checking whether two routers are mergeable has compu-
tational complexity of O(n4a) [110]
8, where na is the number of anonymous routers
presented in the aggregated topology. Observing that this method would only be appli-
cable in networks of small/medium size, Xing et al [110] proposed two methods with
less complexity to make the solution more scalable. The first one utilizes a generalized
multi-dimensional scaling technique to merge nodes with similar multi-dimensional coor-
dinates. This method has computational complexity of the order of O(n3a). In order to
further reduce the complexity, they propose a much simpler heuristic called the neighbor
matching (NM) algorithm, which trades off accuracy for lower complexity of the order
of O(n2a).
The most recent strategy proposed by M. Gunes et al [104] exploits Graph-Based
Induction (GBI) to resolve each type of redundant structure separately. More specifically,
they visualize the graphical structures exhibited in the inflated topology and reduce the
8In the redundant topology of large-scale networks, the number of ARs is the main factor that
determines the computational complexity and is considered in this chapter. Other factors, such as the
number of known routers and end hosts, can also be considered as discussed in [110].
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Figure 6.6: Workflow of the GBI AR resolution algorithm
number of anonymous nodes by replacing the structure with the original anonymous
routers 9. They execute five algorithms/steps in sequence as depicted in Figure 6.6 and
the computational complexity is determined by the five steps and is proved to be much
lower than that of previous proposed algorithms. To be more specific, according to their
analysis on a dataset obtained from the iPlane project [39], the actual computational
complexity of their proposed scheme for this instance is three orders of magnitude less
than that of the previously best approach (i.e. the NM algorithm). A comparison of all
the topology inference methods is provided in Table 6.3.
9One single anonymous router may be represented by multiple anonymous nodes as shown in Fig-
ure 6.5.
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Table 6.3: Algorithms for AR resolution in topology inference
Methods
Compu.
Complexity
Accuracy10
AR
types
Description
Simple
Merging
O(n4a) Low T-1
Merging obeying dis-
tance preservation and
trace consistency princi-
ples11.
ISOMAP
Based
O(n3a) High
T-1,
T-3,
T-5
Capturing the correla-
tion of high dimensional
data in low dimensional
space and merging
closely located nodes.
Neighbour
Matching
O(n2a) Medium
T-1,
T-3,
T-5
If two ARs share at
least one neighbour
and do not appear in
same trace, they will be
merged.
GBI
Algo-
rithm
<O(n2a)
note12 High
All
Types
Merging ARs by finding
certain structures in the
inflated topology. [104]
6.3.4 IP Alias Resolution
As explained previously, routers typically have multiple interfaces, each assigned with
different IP addresses. Therefore, even though multiple traceroute probes traverse a
single router, it might be represented in those traces by its different interface IP addresses.
The strategies for solving this problem in order to obtain a router-level topology are
termed IP alias resolution [116]. As analyzed in this work, it is shown that the graphical
properties of inferred topology can be highly distorted if IP alias resolution has a low
success rate. It also indicates that, with a low IP alias resolution rate, the topology
inferred in the RTD-Selective case suffers more than unbalanced sampling, i.e. the
methods deployed for discovering the Internet topology.
10Accuracy is evaluated using “Edit Distance” here, which represents the similarity between the original
and inferred topology. Edit Distance is defined as the number of steps (node addition/deletion, link
addition/deletion) to transform the inferred topology to the real topology. Other metrics for evaluation
can also be found in related papers.
11Distance preservation means the AR resolution process should not reduce the length of a shortest
path between two nodes in the resulting topology whilst trace consistency means two ARs included in a
single trace cannot be merged for the sake of inference accuracy.
12The exact value depends on the size of the input topology for each step of the proposed algorithms
as analyzed in [104].
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As summarized in Table 2 of survey [33], there are generally two principle approaches
that can be exploited. The first type is based on sending additional probe traffic to test if
two potential IP addresses belong to a single router or not. Moreover, most of the schemes
in this category rely on routers responding to the probe messages. This is not feasible if
the router probed is an AR. Recently, Santi et al proposed better types of probe packets
which can improve the performance of existing methods, i.e. Mercator Identification
and Ally [117]. Another recent work exploits the IP timestamp option [118]. The basic
principle is to send a packet requesting a timestamp value for two suspected IP aliases.
They found that their proposed method can achieve reasonable performance and is able
to find alias pairs that were not found with previous methods.
The second principle approach is based on analytical strategies using tracerouting
results using the convention of IP addresses assignment in the Internet [116]. This
method identifies IP address pairs of a point-to-point link in a forwarding and reverse
path pair of two hosts so as to infer possible IP aliases in those traces. It has two advan-
tages. One is that no additional traffic is injected and second is that it can be done
oﬄine after all the tracerouting is finished. Although this method might not be easily
deployable for Internet topology discovery since the destination nodes are not normally
under control, it is not an issue for the scenarios we discuss here since all the hosts are
assumed to be either under control by a single entity or at least operate cooperatively.
However, the effectiveness of this method suffers because of the incomplete route infor-
mation obtained due to unresponsive routers. As suggested by [116], a combination of
both strategies can be employed in order to improve the IP alias resolution success rate.
6.3.5 Limitations and Issues
Although traceroute-based probing is simple and has been widely implemented for topol-
ogy discovery, there are also other efforts assessing the validity of the assumed charac-
teristics of the Internet. For example, the power-law characteristic is questioned [32, 92].
Although it does not affect the problem we discuss here, it may invalidate some of
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the algorithms and analysis based on this assumption. Moreover, recently the work [119]
also points out that seemingly disjoint layer-3 links might share a common layer-2 device.
This will result in inaccuracies if inferred topologies are used to analyze the diversity of
paths between hosts since the failure probability of two paths may not be independent.
Moreover, there are alternative methods available for network topology discovery. For
example, the mrinfo tool [120] exploiting the IGMP protocol is proposed to discover the
Internet topology. However, it cannot be directly used here since the problem discussed
endeavours to find the connection relationship covered by the end hosts instead of all
the connections an end host can obtain by recursively probing newly discovered routers.
Recently, there have also been efforts to infer the AS/router dual-level topology [121].
The accuracy of this type of topology depends on the targeted network and external BGP
information is needed to verify its correctness. If its accuracy can be guaranteed, this
dual-level topology might be of interest to those applications that aim to take AS-disjoint
paths when participating hosts are scattered across multiple ASes.
6.4 Non-Router-Assisted RTD-Selective
In contrast to the router-assisted approaches, tomography-based topology inference does
not need router cooperation. Therefore, this method is preferable especially when an
increasing number of routers are configured so as not to respond to traceroute messages
or even to discard them [103]. However, it usually requires the use of more carefully
designed probes together with complex algorithms such as Maximum Likelihood Estima-
tion (MLE) [122] due to the limited information obtained by the E2E probes. Therefore,
research mainly focuses on reducing the probing overhead and proposing new algorithms
offering high accuracy in inferring the topology based only on E2E probe information.
In this section, the basics of tomography inference are firstly explained. This is followed
by a discussion and analysis of the state-of-the-art in this field.
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6.4.1 “Tomography” Basics
“Network tomography” was first introduced by Vardi [123] to obtain finer-level metrics
from either passively or actively collected information. A typical example of passive
tomography is to estimate the source-destination traffic matrix by exploiting the traffic
information obtained from routers [123]. One instance of active tomography is to infer
“internal” link-level delay and loss performance based on active E2E network measure-
ments [124]. Nowadays, this term is expanded to describe the process of inferring the
logical topology using multicast/unicast based methodologies [91]. They are termed Net-
work Performance Tomography [125] and Network Logic Topology Tomography respec-
tively, where the former usually assumes the network topology/routing information is
readily available [124, 126].
In this chapter, we view Network Performance Tomography as schemes that never-
theless exploit Logical Topology Tomography and therefore focus our attention on the
latter and use topology tomography for simplicity. Multicast-based tomography is usu-
ally employed to estimate the network performance [91]. Moreover, it typically requires
all the hosts and routers involved to belong to common multicast groups in practical
scenarios. Although it can acquire richer information, it is considered to be less practi-
cal than unicast-based schemes as many networks do not support multicasting at the IP
layer [127]. Therefore, we focus on unicast-based methodologies here. We refer interested
readers to the work of M. Coates [91, 124], L. Denby [62], E. Lawrence [128] for more
details on Network Performance Tomography and multicast-based topology tomography.
Recently, P. Sattari et al propose a combination of network tomography and network
coding implemented at intermediate nodes [129] to infer the topology and internal link
performance. However, it requires additional coding functionality to be present at the
routers, which is yet to be widely adopted. As such we subsequently omit it.
Shared congestion estimation techniques [42, 130, 131] also exploit information obtained
from the engineered E2E probes. However, one of the major differences from topology
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tomography is that shared congestion estimation focuses on local and finer granularity
such as the possibility of packet drop along the shared path [42]. Topology tomography,
on the other hand, stresses the perspective of the whole network, i.e. the inference of
the topology and/or metrics from all the constituent links if possible. To the best of
our knowledge, this chapter is the first to provide a comprehensive review of the recent
developments in topology tomography.
The basic procedure of logical topology inference using tomography is illustrated in
Figure 6.7. A group of nodes (typically, one source and N destinations, i.e. a 1-by-N
architecture) view the internal structure as a black box and send instrumented packets
from the source to multiple destinations in order to obtain meaningful information. After-
wards, they exploit correlations between the sets of measured data to make an inference.
In the final step, aggregation and/or other statistical means are used to estimate the
potential connectivity among these nodes. Similar to RA methods, tomography-based
inference can be classified into two types according to whether the probing and inference
process are coupled or not. Usually, an iterative procedure [127, 132] can reduce the cost
of network measurement when compared with the sequential ones [122]. In this section,
we focus on: (1) the principles and assumptions behind topology tomography; (2) probe
design. A detailed comparison of the inference algorithms will be presented in Section
6.4.2.
Generally, the following are assumed to be satisfied in tomography-based inference:
1. Spatial independence: Delay (and other additive metrics, such as loss rate)
experienced by packets are independent along different links;
2. Temporal independence: Delay (and other additive metrics, such as loss rate)
experienced by packets on the same link are Independent and Identically Dis-
tributed;
3. Stationary: The substrate topology is fixed during the observation period;
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4. Tree structure: The routing topology from the source to a set of destinations is
a (directed) tree and there is a single path from a given source to a destination.
The basic principle supporting logical topology tomography is that the more hops two
paths share in common, the higher the correlation of the metrics (e.g. loss rate, delay)
will be. Therefore, multiple pairs of correlation values can be exploited to infer the tree
structure among multiple destinations. In order to obtain the correlation data effectively,
several types of probe are designed. The earliest type is the “packet-pair” probe, these
being two probes sent back-to-back from a source to two separate destinations, as shown
in Figure 6.8 (a). This type of probe mimics the packet delivery behaviour of multicast-
supported networks. So the two packets should experience similar network conditions if
they are sent at a similar time toward the destinations. Parameters such as One Way
Delay (OWD) or the loss rate of all 3-tuples (Source, Destination X, Destination Y) are
measured. Consider the delay covariance as an example, the delay covariance measured
for path (Host A, Host C) (i.e. PAC) and path (Host A, Host B) (i.e. PAB) will be larger
than that of path (Host A, Host C) and path (Host A, Host D) (i.e. PAD) in the network
topology as depicted in Figure 6.1, according to this correlation principle, where Host A
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is the source node and the rest are destination nodes. This can be expressed as:
Covdelay(PAC , PAB) > Covdelay(PAC , PAD) (6.1)
where the delay can be substituted by other metrics such as loss rate. Then, based on the
correlation matrix obtained, the internal nodes can be added sequentially or the whole
topology can be determined depending on the algorithms employed.
However, one of the drawbacks of this probe approach is that synchronization is
needed in order to obtain accurate OWD measurements for the destination node pair.
Later, M. Coates et al developed the “sandwich” probe concept and chose the delay
difference to obviate this requirement. As shown in Figure 6.8(b), two small packets
separated by a large packet are sent out toward two destinations.
Recently, the “packet-pair” probe has been revised in order to be implemented in
multiple-source tomography scenarios [133]. This probe is termed as 4-tuple packet and
is issued from two sources as shown in Figure 6.8(c). All types of probes together with
the metrics employed are summarized in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: Types of tomography probe
Covariance
Metrics
Probes
Working
Scenarios
Special
Requirement(s)
Delay Packet Pair
Medium
Load
Synchronization
at receiver nodes
Loss Rate Packet Pair Heavy Load —
Delay Sandwich Probe Light Load
The size of the
large packet
Delay 4-Tuple Probe Medium
Load
Synchronization
RTT TCP SYN
Packet Pair
Medium
Load
Uncorrelated
paths from desti-
nations to source
6.4.2 NRA RTD-Selective Algorithms
This section is devoted to summarizing algorithms proposed so far to infer the logical
topology based on various kinds of available correlation information including delay dif-
ference, delay variance and loss rate and so forth. Tomography-based topology inference
can also use multicast-based probes [134–136]. However, these approaches are limited to
simulations of the proposed algorithms. In consequence we focus on unicast-based cases
for practical reasons. Nevertheless, the discussion here is also applicable to analysis of
data collected by sending multicast-based probes. Unless stated otherwise, the topology
to be inferred is assumed to be a tree structure and the probes are issued at the single
source node towards multiple destination nodes.
M. Coates et al [122] initiated the research into tomography-based logical topology
inference using unicast-based probes. Sandwich probes are issued in the first step and
the delay difference values are collected to obtain the correlation among all pairs of
destinations. Then, a global optimization mechanism called Maximum Likelihood Tree
(MLT) is proposed to find the most probable tree topology among the forest (i.e. the
set of all possible trees for the given number of hosts). In order to reduce the search
space of potential trees, a penalized MLT is proposed. Moreover, they also solve the
tree search problem using a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) method to reduce the
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computational complexity. It includes two basic processes: birth (node addition) and
death (node removal). The trees are transformed by either process and will be accepted
according to the associated probabilities. The proposed method has several merits. One
of the advantages is that it does not need clock synchronization among the destinations.
Another is that it has comparatively high accuracy in its ability to find a global optimized
tree. However, its computational complexity can be as high as O(n!) and the overhead
of using sandwich probes is O(n2) where n is the number of destinations. If deployed in
a real network, it can take a long time and consumes considerable network resources.
Later, inspired by the Deterministic Binary Tree (DBT) algorithm proposed to infer
the binary-tree topology in a bottom-up fashion by Duffield et al [137] using multicast-
based logical topology tomography, M. Coates et al proposed another clustering-based
algorithm called Agglomerative Likelihood Tree Inference (ALT) for use in unicast-based
scenarios [138]. The proposed heuristic method takes into account the variability of
measurement by considering its probability density function.
Afterwards, M. Shih et al [139, 140] formulated the logical topology inference prob-
lem as a Finite Mixture Model and proposed a hierarchical algorithm to infer the logical
topology in a recursive manner. They discussed three correlation metrics: delay dif-
ference, delay covariance and loss rate and found that their effectiveness is sensitive to
network-load. Different from previous methods, the basic process of this algorithm is to
cluster the nodes according to their similarities using one of the metrics in a top-down
fashion. After several iterations, every node will be separated into distinctive clustering
groups and the whole process is then terminated. Also, the inferred tree topology does
not necessarily conform to a binary structure. Furthermore, this approach has shown to
be more accurate in terms of Edit Distance as compared to the DBT and ALT algorithms.
Then, Ni Jian et al [132, 141] analyzed how to obtain additive metrics based on
multicast/unicast packet (packet pair for unicast) probes and formulated the problem as
a Markov Random Field (MRF) model. They verified that additive metric correlation
obtained at the terminal nodes can uniquely define a potential tree topology. Initially,
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they proposed a Rooted Neighbor-Joining (RNJ) algorithm to infer the logical topology.
The RNJ algorithm belongs to the family of clustering type algorithms. Furthermore,
based on the observation that clustering type algorithms have shortcomings of poor
probe scalability and the inability to support node dynamics, they further proposed
a sequential algorithm. The proposed sequential algorithm can fuse information from
various sources, such as incorporating traceroute and multicast/unicast tomography.
Internet experiments on tree topologies showed that the combined methods can achieve
high accuracy whilst incurring less overhead compared to the mechanism exploiting only
one of these methods in isolation.
Recently, B. Eriksson et al expanded their earlier work [142] to take advantage of
ordered destination sequence in tomography-based topology inference [127]. The basic
observation is that if the destination nodes are arranged in a certain order, the number
of probes needed to infer the topology between the source and destinations will be
drastically reduced, as their correlation matrix will have a certain pattern. Therefore,
instead of carrying out pair-wise probing and correlation calculations for N(N − 1)/2
pairs of destinations, only calculations for N pairs is enough to infer the logical topology
if the destination node is organized in Depth First Search (DFS) order. However, as the
destinations may not necessarily be ordered in the desired sequence, the authors propose
a method to obtain the sequence from the destination sets. According to their simulation
results, the proposed DFS-ordered algorithm can decrease the probing traffic by 50% as
compared to that of the previously most efficient sequential algorithm proposed by J. Ni
et al [132].
Most of the work on topology tomography discussed above is focused on single-
source multiple-destination topologies (i.e. 1-by-N topologies). Rabbits et al have led
the research in multiple-source and multiple-destination topology inference (i.e. M-by-
N structures) [133]. Theoretical analysis is provided to prove that M-by-N topology
inference can be achieved by combining only 2-by-2 topologies. There are two types
of 2-by-2 topology discussed: shared and non-shared. The shared 2-by-2 topology, by
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definition, has a common path segment for the two source-destination pairs as depicted in
Figure 6.8(c). The basic process of M-by-N topology discovery includes first discovering
the 1-by-N tree topology for each source and then merging these topologies by inferring
the relationship between the trees, i.e. whether two paths exhibits 2-by-2 structure by
sending additional probes. More recently, Andrea et al [143] proposed an algorithm for
merging multiple trees to obtain a complete topology. The proposed algorithm is based
on sandwich probe and decision theory. Different from previous efforts, their proposed
methods do not require additional probe traffic. Moreover, they also try to include non-
branching routers by estimating the network diameter using TTL fields of the probes
together with link capacity information.
In summary, a comparison is provided in Table 6.5. There are several issues worth
mentioning about network tomography implementations. First, it is difficult to guarantee
that the assumptions listed at the beginning of Section 6.4.1 hold true in real network
scenarios. Noise will be introduced due to the inaccuracies in the topology inference
process. In order to improve the accuracy, averaged metric values over multiple iterations
are often adopted, which requires large amounts of traffic to be injected into the network.
Second, as we can see from Table 6.5, most of the proposed algorithms are only focused
on tree-like topologies. This limits their approach to specific situations. Moreover, the
correlation metrics can only be applied in certain network scenario(s) as analyzed and
proved by [140]. Therefore, the accuracy of the chosen metrics in practical situations
depends on the characteristics of the networks involved.
6.5 Discussion and Summary
This chapter focuses on techniques addressing the issue of routing topology discovery
among a group of participating hosts. A thorough discussion of various aspects of two
main methodologies that can solve this problem is then presented, including their fun-
damental operation, a discussion on their main features of interest and a comparison
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Table 6.5: Summary of tomography inference algorithms
(1) 1 or M source nodes, N destination nodes
(2) l-ary tree with depth of O(loglN) and p(l) is sublinear in l
(3) Comput. Compl. ( Computational Complexity)
(4) Pro. Compl. (Probing Complexity)
Algorithms
Topo.
Type
Description
Comput.
Compl.
Pro.
Compl.13
MLT(2002) Tree
Global optimization;
Finding a most likely
tree in the candidate
forest.
— O(N2)
ALT(2003) Tree
Clustering in a
bottom-up fashion
incorporating
measurement
probability density
function.
— O(N2)
HTE(2005) Tree
Clustering in a
top-down fashion
— O(N2)
M-by-N
tree(2005)
Mesh
Merging 1-by-N trees
using 2-by-2 structure
information
— O(M2N2)note14
RNJ(2006) Tree
Joining a node into the
tree in a recursive
manner by finding its
neighbours.
O(N2logN) O(N2)
Sequential
(2006)
Tree
A general framework
merging information
from different sources,
such as traceroute and
tomography.
O(NlloglN) O(NlloglN)
DFS
Ordering
(2010)
Tree
Rearranging the
destination group in a
certain order and
joining them
sequentially in DFS
order into the inferred
topology using the
covariance metrics.
— O(p(l)NloglN)
across the state-of-the-art research.
According to analysis throughout this review, none of the methodologies can produce
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an exact routing topology among a group of hosts and it is difficult to measure the
accuracy of the inferred topology with the true topology. Therefore, it is meaningful to
compare the robustness of the proposed algorithms and techniques that take advantage
of the inferred topology information given imperfect topological information.
As seen from our review, router-assisted methods still have practicality in real Internet
applications for several reasons. Firstly, router-assisted methods are straightforward and
simple to implement. Secondly, a high percentage of routers still reply to traceroute
messages. Although a moderate amount of work has addressed the problem of reducing
probe traffic or designing time-efficient AR or IP Alias resolution strategies, there is no
work to-date that considers all the problems as a whole. Since the issues associated with
the traceroute-based methods are related and there is an increasing trend for routers to
be configured to operate as ARs, it is worthwhile and practical to investigate some or
all of these problems together.
In contrast to RA methods, tomography-based approaches have the benefit of not
relying on any form of router cooperation and are gaining momentum for topology infer-
ence solely based on E2E probe information. Nevertheless, there are several aspects
that still need extensive research before a practical implementation of network tomogra-
phy for medium/large network topologies can be introduced. Firstly, tomography-based
algorithms involve injecting a large amount of extra traffic into the network as well as
prohibitive computation times. Therefore, simplifying the operation whilst maintaining
accuracy when applied to large networks remains an active area of research. One means
of reducing the complexity would be to combine information from other sources such as
traceroute, partial routing table data and so forth. Secondly, to-date, the research has
been focused on small/medium-sized controlled network environments. The effectiveness
of tomography inference for medium/large topology scenarios still needs to be evaluated.
Finally, most of the state-of-the-art work remains focused on tree-like topologies. How
13In order to mitigate the noise introduced in the variance calculation, a repetition time is usually
adopted, such as obtaining metrics using 1000 packet pairs for each destination pair. The main factor
considered here is the relationship of probing complexity with the number of source/destination nodes.
14Assuming this algorithm uses packet pair probes.
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this can be generalized to estimate the topology among a group of nodes similar to
that achievable with RA methods would be of great value to promote its adoption more
generally.
Chapter 7
Impact of Substrate Network
Topology Availability and its
Accuracy
7.1 Overview
In this chapter, we focus on the scenarios where substrate network topology information is
not readily available to provider-independent overlay networks and strategies are required
to obtain it. More specifically, topology inference among a group of hosts needs to
be carried out. The impact of the inferred topological information availability and its
accuracy on provider-independent overlays as compared to that of the true topology is
investigated. We first describe the problem and the network model adopted here. Then,
we present simulation results of the impact of inaccuracies in the inferred substrate
topology information.
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7.2 Problem Description
In this chapter, it is assumed that the target topology is a router-level topology among a
selective group of hosts which usually resides in stub domains. As discussed in Chapter 6,
there are two kinds of active probing strategies available, namely, traceroute-based and
tomography-based. We focus here on traceroute-based methodologies since tomography-
based methods cannot be used to address this issue. There are three main steps to obtain
such a router topology, namely: (1) Probe injection; (2) Initial probe data processing
(This includes private IP addresses removal, traceroute information verification and IP
Alias Resolution and so forth.) and (3) Anonymous Router resolution. Obviously, there
are many factors in this process that can result in an inaccurate topological inference.
We refer to these factors as “distortion factors” for brevity and explain each one in more
detail.
Firstly, the classic traceroute tool is not adequate to cope with the anomalies found
in the Internet. Therefore, if it is employed, two problems can arise: the inability to
discover the true nodes/links and the false reporting of links [102]. In order to reduce
the impact of this distortion factor, Paris traceroute has been proposed and is reported
to work more satisfactorily in terms of avoiding anomalies such as loops, diamonds and
cycles [101].
The second distortion factor originates from the fact that some routers will be missing
if probe overhead reduction is of high priority. As discussed in the work [44], given the
assumption that no measurement noise such as anonymous router or router aliasing is
considered, more than 90% of routers can be discovered with each host probing strategi-
cally chosen destination nodes. However, if complete topological information (including
node and link) is required, then there is little scope to reduce the probe overhead.
The third and fourth distortion factors are the result of two practical features of the
Internet. The first is that one single router may have multiple IP addresses assigned to
each of its interfaces (i.e. IP alias). Therefore, in the aggregated traced paths, multiple
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Figure 7.1: Anonymous router presence analysis using a real dataset: (a) analysis based
on traceroute entries; (b) analysis based on end-nodes
nodes actually belong to a single router. The techniques that address this issue are
termed IP Alias resolution. The other is that routers can be configured not to respond
to probe packets and thus cause a great inflation in the number of nodes and links in
the aggregated topology graph. The techniques that address this issue are termed as
Anonymous Router (AR) resolution.
There is a moderate amount of literature endeavouring to reduce the impact of each
distortion factor as presented in detail in Chapter 6. We analyze the frequency of AR
with different behaviours present in the traceroute entries using the dataset provided by
the iPlane Project, including 201 Planetlab nodes tracerouting each other. As shown in
Figure 7.11, the AR behaviour is common in the real network. From all the traceroute
entries we have obtained, no more than 20% of the entries have a complete traceroute
path (i.e. without any AR issue). Thus, additional strategies are needed to tackle this
if a more accurate topology is preferred. Moreover, an accurate topology cannot be
guaranteed to be obtained as formally proved by [115] even if there is only a moderate
amount of AR nodes in the network.
1T-5 anonymous router (private IP address) is not counted when checking each tracroute entry since
it is viewed as having an IP address. Moreover, later in our discussion, T-5 is treated as an independent
node in the inferred topology.
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In our work, we mainly focus on the last two factors, namely IP alias resolution
and AR resolution. Moreover, we use pairwise tracerouting information in our later
simulations and analysis, thus the second factor is avoided. Although previous works [43,
48] as well as our own work, described in Chapter 5 and 6, have shown that substrate
network information is important to help improve overlay performance, it is assumed
that this information is readily available. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
attempt to address how the availability and accuracy of the inferred topology can affect
the performance of provider-independent overlays.
7.3 Network Model
7.3.1 Notations and Definitions
The notations adopted are similar to that in [104] and they are explained as below:
• G(V,E): A router-level network graph where V represents the set of vertices and
E represents the set of edges connecting two vertices. Gi(Vi, Ei) represents the
inferred topology and it usually has different number of nodes and links as com-
pared to the true topology.
• P (vi, vj): It represents a sequence of vertices connecting from vi to vj . The path
can be chosen based on specific criteria such as minimum delay, shortest hops and
so forth. P (vi, vj) is treated as different from P (vj , vi) due to path asymmetry
reported in the Internet [144].
• v∗: An anonymous router that does not behave as specified by ICMP.
• Trc(vi, vj): It is a function of P (vi, vj) where the trace visits each vertex vk ∈
P (vi, vj) originating from vi, traversing the intermediate nodes, to vj and return
a list of nodes including the source and destination identifiers as the output. In
the ideal scenario with no ARs, Trc(vi, vj) = P (vi, vj). If there is one or more
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anonymous routers present in the tracerouted path, v∗ will be used to denote it in
the trace.
• S∗(vi, vj , N∗): This denotes the a string that has vi and vj as known end nodes
and N∗ specifies the number of anonymous nodes this string possesses.
7.3.2 Resolution Techniques
For IP alias resolution, we adopt the analytical IP alias resolution method proposed
in [145] because it is reported to be more efficient in terms of resolving IP aliases without
additional probe traffic and we meet the basic requirement of this method (i.e. both the
forwarding and reverse paths between two end hosts is essential for this technique).
The basic principle of this method is that /30 or /31 subnet IP addresses are usually
assigned to a point-to-point link. Therefore, by comparing the forwarding and reverse
paths between an end-node pair, i.e. Trc(vi, vj) and Trc(vj , vi), the IP alias pair can be
identified. An example is presented in Figure 7.2 [145].
As for AR resolution, there are several techniques available as summarized in Chapter
6. Here, we focus on those techniques that are more practical with low computational
Host A Host BR1
R4R2
R3
Forward 
tracerouting
A _IP  →   129.119.39.1  →   206.223.141.89   →   192.5.89.33  →  92.5.89.70  → B_IP
Reverse 
tracerouting
A _IP ←  206.223.141.90  ← 192.5.89.34  ← 92.5.89.69 ← 130.132.1.100  ← B_IP
IP Interface on the reverse path
IP Interface on the forward path
Resolved IP Alias Pair
Figure 7.2: An example of IP alias resolution
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complexity. They are Initial Pruning (IP), Neighbouring Matching (NM) and Graph-
Based Induction (GBI) methods and their principles are explained briefly below:
• IP: The principle of this method is simple, it gathers all the S∗(vi, vj , N∗) and
allocates a unique ID to all these anonymous nodes. Then, instead of assigning
a unique ID for each anonymous node in all the traceroute entries, the ARs are
assigned by looking up the IDs in the {S∗(vi, vj , N∗)} set. As indicated by an
analysis using a real network dataset in [104], this method reduces the largest
amount of AR nodes as compared to other procedures considered.
• NM: This approach applies the constraint of the IP method less stringently when
assigning a unique ID to AR nodes. Two AR nodes are given the same ID as
long as they have one common known end-node and do not appear in the same
traceroute entry. Obviously, this can result in merging ARs that should not be
merged since this merging criterion is not generally true in the real network.
• GBI: This method is shown to be the most efficient so far in terms of edit distance
(in obtaining a true topology) and it resolves AR nodes by identifying certain
structures (i.e. star, bipartite) in the aggregated traceroutes (details are provided
in Chapter 6). The GBI method includes mechanisms similar to the IP and NM
methods.
According to the explanation of these three methods, it is conjectured that the last
two methods will incur false merging of two AR nodes in the resulting topology and
none of these methods can guarantee to obtain an accurate topology. However, in this
work, we have no intention to obtain the true substrate topology and only endeavour to
determine the information needed for overlay network use, be it delay or overlap number
of two paths in the substrate network.
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7.4 Performance Evaluation
As discussed in Chapter 5, there is little difference in terms of resilience among various
topology construction algorithms considered given an appropriate overlay setting even if
substrate topology information is exploited. Therefore, we only focus on analyzing the
performance of the ROMCA overlay in terms of providing application mapping service.
We first exploit a real-network traceroute dataset. Since it is not possible to obtain the
true topology for the real network dataset, we also use controlled simulations exploiting a
synthetic topology in order to further compare the effectiveness of various AR resolution
techniques.
7.4.1 Evaluation with a Real Network Topology
The pairwise tracerouting dataset provided by iPlane project is used. After pruning
incomplete traceroute entries, 95 out of 201 nodes are selected for overlay mapping
use. Both the IP alias and the anonymous router issues are present. However, no
techniques can obtain the true underlying topology among these end-nodes. Hence,
we use the inferred topology obtained after IP alias resolution and AR resolution are
undertaken using the GBI method to obtain a near true topology because it is reported to
be the approach that can obtain the topology closest to the true topology for comparison
purposes. There are five different types of inferred substrate topology and they are listed
as follows:
1. Raw: This topology is an aggregation of the traceroute entries without any IP
alias and AR resolution processing;
2. Alias: This topology is obtained after resolving IP aliases.
3. IP : This topology is obtained after resolving IP aliases and implementing AR
resolution exploiting the IP method;
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4. NM : This topology is obtained after resolving IP aliases and implementing AR
resolution exploiting the NM method;
5. GBI: (aka True) This topology is obtained after resolving IP aliases and imple-
menting AR resolution exploiting the GBI method;
7.4.1.1 Simulation Settings
The application mapping obtained by the substrate-topology-aware pQoSMap heuristic
with these different topology information sets are notated as Raw, Alias, IP , NM and
True accordingly. For the application request, five topologies 2 with full mesh, 50%
connectivity, 25% connectivity, ring and tree are considered. The overlay node number
varies from 20 to 40 with an interval of 5. The maximum overlay delay requirement is
set so that the remaining connectivity for the simplified overlay topology (referred to as
remaining connectivity later for brevity) varies from 50% to 100%.
For comparison purposes, the existing heuristic QoSMap which is oblivious to sub-
strate topology is also included in the analysis. The metrics we focus on in this chapter
include Davg, Owb and Cr and they are formally defined in Chapter 5. Only typical
results are presented since the remaining results are comparable. An explanation of the
simulation platforms and a verification of their correctness is provided in Appendix B.
7.4.1.2 Results and Analysis
We first present the results for the scenarios with 40 application nodes and 90% remaining
connectivity in the simplified overlay network and they are shown in Figure 7.3 and
Figure 7.4. As depicted in these two figures, the proposed heuristic can work much
better in terms of securing effective resilience. For example, with a full mesh topology
2Please note that the performance difference given different application topologies cannot be compared
because they have different features (i.e. different number of links). The proposed heuristic in Chapter 5
endeavors to achieve enhanced QoS and effective resilience irrespective of the given application topology.
We use a variety of application topologies in order to evaluate the heuristic across a range of scenarios.
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Figure 7.4: Owb and Cr evaluation for the same scenarios as Figure 7.3 (Note: only
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request, there is about 40% overlap between the working and backup paths in the solution
provided by the QoSMap method whilst pQoSMap can achieve less than 5% overlap
even given only raw substrate topology information. This is achieved at the expense of
a slight higher average delay value and a small number of extra overlay nodes to achieve
the diversified backup paths.
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Moreover, IP alias and AR resolution techniques are instrumental in terms of further
reducing the overlap value obtained in the mapping solution as shown in Figure 7.4. To
be more specific, the NM method performs the same as the true topology (aka the GBI
method) and the IP method comes second. Similar conclusions can also be obtained
from the scenarios with 25 overlay nodes and 80% and 60% remaining connectivities in
the simplified overlay topology. These results are shown in Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6 and
Figure 7.7.
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7.4.2 Evaluation with a Synthetic Topology
Since the true topology cannot be obtained with the real-network dataset, we have
further used simulations with a synthetic topology to verify the effectiveness of various
AR resolution techniques.
7.4.2.1 Simulation Settings
A synthetic topology with 3200 nodes and 20000 links [44] 3 generated using the GT-
ITM topology generator is adopted as the substrate layer. For this topology, we focus
on comparing the effectiveness of different AR resolution algorithms in reducing the Owb
value of the pQoSMap heuristic given inferred topology information 4. This is possible
because we have the genuine topology information and it is denoted as True.
For comparison purposes, the existing heuristic QoSMap, which is oblivious to sub-
strate topology, is also included in the analysis. There are five types of inferred substrate
3The topology generated is a two-layer hierarchy of transit networks (with 8 transit domains, each
with 16 randomly-distributed routers) and stub networks (with 256 domains, each with 12 randomly
distributed routers) [44].
4There is no IP alias issue since each node has a unique ID.
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topology information, namely, True, Raw, IP , NM and GBI. The application map-
ping solutions obtained by the pQoSMap heuristic with these topology information are
denoted as True, Raw, IP , NM and GBI respectively.
We randomly choose 80 nodes in the stub areas to be candidates for application
mapping5. The percentage of AR nodes in the substrate network is 10% (In all these AR
nodes, 90% are T-1 and the rest are T-3.) and it is assumed that the candidate overlay
nodes are fixed. As for the application request, the topology and delay is set similar to
the simulation with the real-network topology and the overlay node number varies from
10 to 30 with an interval of 5.
7.4.2.2 Results and Analysis
As shown in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9, although the QoSMap heuristic can provide
slightly better average delay performance in most cases, there is huge percentage of
overlap in the mapped working and backup paths. On the other hand, the pQoSMap
heuristic can ensure no overlap in the mapped solution whilst meeting the delay require-
ment but is inferior to that of the QoSMap heuristic due to the diversity constraint.
However, this comes at the expense of a higher number of substrate nodes included in
the overlay mapping solution for backup purposes. This is again supportive of the con-
clusions we have summarized in Chapter 5 but with a more realistic synthetic topology.
In the rest of this section, we focus on the impact of the pQoSMap heuristic given
various inferred topologies. Firstly, as shown in Figure 7.8, the Davg values obtained by
the heuristic exploiting the four inferred topologies are similar to each other and they
are very close to the Davg values obtained given the true substrate topology information.
Secondly, as depicted in Figure 7.9(a), we can conclude that accurate substrate topology
information is essential for securing a truly resilient overlay mapping solution. Even if
only the raw topology information is exploited, the percentage of working and backup
5Verification of this randomness and the simulation platform is provided in Appendix B.
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path overlapping can be reduced by as much as 45%. This is because even if overlap
is detected between two incomplete paths, they will not be chosen as the working and
backup paths for a single application link mapping.
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We further analyze the effectiveness of different AR resolution techniques in helping
reducing the Owb value. As the results of the pQoSMap heuristic for various substrate
topologies shown in Figure 7.10, AR resolution techniques can help increase the effective
resilience of the overlay mapping solution. For the three techniques we evaluate, the NM
method is the most effective (i.e. resulting in no overlap in the mapped solution). This is
different from the evaluation in [104] where the NM method is considered worse than the
proposed GBI method in terms of obtaining a topology closer to the true topology. The
reason lies in the fact inaccurate overlap information does not affect the overlay mapping
significantly unless two truly overlapped paths are considered not overlapped (termed
as false positive (FP)). Although the NM method mistakenly merges anonymous nodes
(i.e. resulting in overlapping values bigger than the actual value) as compared to the
GBI method, it has a lower FP value as compared to the GBI method. Therefore, the
NM method can help prevent the proposed heuristic choosing uncertain paths and thus
reduces the Owb value of the overlay mapping solution.
Although in current simulation settings, the NM method can also obtain a zero-
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Figure 7.10: Owb evaluation for pQoSMap with different inferred substrate information
for the same scenarios as in Figure 7.9
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overlap value, it is conjectured that this would not always be the case since the NM
method cannot secure to obtain the true topology. Thus, in order to verify this con-
jecture, we evaluate using a higher AR ratio of 20%6. Figure 7.11 presents the Owb
value for this setting. We also define the following notations for further analysis from
the perspective of path overlap information. They are Equal, Bigger, Smaller 7 and
FP. The first three notations mean the extent to which the paths overlap as measured
from the inferred substrate topology is the same or bigger or smaller than that of the
true topology. FP denotes that a non-zero path overlap value in the true topology is
mistakenly measured as 0 in the inferred topology. So, the inferred topology with least
amount of FP entries should be the one helping the most in terms of reducing the Owb
value in the mapping solution. As shown in Figure 7.12, the topology inferred with the
NM method has the lowest FP value among the AR resolution techniques considered.
The analysis presented above is still valid for an application request with other num-
6This setting is considered only for verifying this point and not used in any other results presented
here.
7It should be a non-zero value.
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Figure 7.12: Overlap value accuracy of various inferred topologies as compared to that
of the true topology with 30 nodes in the overlay and 20% AR ratio in the substrate
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Figure 7.13: Davg evaluation in scenarios with 15 nodes for the application request with
two remaining connectivities: (a) 100%; (b) 70%
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Figure 7.14: Cr and Owb evaluation with 15 application nodes and 100% remaining
connectivity (Note: only non-zero values are shown in this graph.)
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Figure 7.15: Cr and Owb evaluation with 15 nodes for the application request and 70%
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bers of nodes and the results are presented in Figure 7.13, Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15.
As shown in these graphs, although the raw topology information is inaccurate and
incomplete, it can drastically reduce the possibility of overlap in the mapping solution.
Moreover, the use of AR resolution techniques are able to further reduce the percentage
of overlap. Among all the AR resolution methods discussed, the NM method performs
the best.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, we first discussed the problem of inferring an accurate substrate topology
for the nodes under the administration of the ROMCA overlay. We focus the discus-
sion on two of the issues, namely, the presence of IP aliases and anonymous routers in
the traceroute entries. Then, we investigate the impact of substrate topology availabil-
ity and accuracy on the performance of provider-independent overlays for obtaining an
application mapping with enhanced resilience and QoS in both real-network and syn-
thetic topologies.
As shown in the analysis, even raw substrate network topology information can help
improve the effectiveness of the proposed heuristic in providing effective resilience. Fur-
thermore, various IP alias and AR resolution techniques can help increase the resilience
performance of the proposed heuristic. According to our simulations with a synthetic
topology, the neighbouring match AR resolution technique is the most effective method
in finding a mapping solution with lower overlap between the working and backup paths.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Overview
In this thesis, we have addressed various issue of provider-independent overlay networks.
Firstly, we proposed a new provider-independent overlay architecture which assumes
little support from ISPs. Then, based on this framework, we focused on providing two
different services, namely, overlay topology construction for providing resilience service
and application mapping exploiting the overlay. Moreover, we also investigated the
impact of substrate network information availability and accuracy on the performance
of the overlay. In this chapter, we summarize the key findings of our work and point out
potential future work that could be undertaken based on our work.
8.2 Research Summary
8.2.1 ROMCA Architecture
In this thesis, we have proposed a new overlay architecture named Resilient Overlay for
Mission-Critical Applications (ROMCA). One of the main characteristics of the proposed
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overlay is that it assumes little support from network service providers. Although sitting
overlay nodes upon routers is better in terms of providing additional resilience and QoS,
the inter-trust issues between ISPs must be resolved. ROMCA offers a transient solution
to provide resilience to end-users in multi-domain environment without impacting the
current operation of ISPs. Moreover, ROMCA exploits a hybrid method of fulfilling
resilient service delivery by organizing the overlay resources centrally whilst monitoring
and routing in a distributed manner. This can reduce the burden of each overlay node
obtaining complete substrate network information directly and allows them to cooperate
with each other to fulfill the two services we focus on.
8.2.2 Overlay Construction for Providing Resilience Service
We have presented a simulation-based study of overlay topology construction for pro-
viding resilience services. Given that most previous work has focused on network-
provider-dependent overlay topologies, we instead focused on provider-independent net-
works assuming full knowledge of the substrate network topological information. We
have formulated the problem mathematically and proved its NP-hardness. Then, three
heuristic approaches have been proposed to construct a highly resilient overlay.
The main findings of this study are:
• The proposed Least-Overlap Mapping of Regular Graph algorithm (LO-MARG)
performs the best in all scenarios with AS-level topologies and it performs much
better than other methods given a low overlay degree constraint. However, it
possesses very high computational complexity since a large number of iterations
are needed to search for a more resilient solution.
• The proposed Enhanced Dual-Layer-aware K-Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm
(EDL-KMST) typically performs second best in terms of resilience among all the
methods compared under the same overlay node degree constraint with AS-level
topologies and performs the best with router-level topologies compared to the
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methods considered. This EDL-KMST algorithm has much lower complexity. How-
ever, it cannot guarantee that the constructed overlay topology is a regular graph.
• Through extensive simulations with both AS-level and router-level topologies, it
can be concluded that a random mapping of a regular graph can perform satis-
factorily with an appropriate overlay node degree setting. The advantage of this
method is that it does not need substrate topology information. However, if an
overlay with guaranteed higher resilience is desirable, the two proposed substrate-
topology-aware schemes are recommended.
8.2.3 Application Mapping to Achieve Enhanced Resilience and QoS
In terms of undertaking application mapping with enhanced resilience and QoS perfor-
mance for the ROMCA overlay, we have proposed a novel overlay mapping model using
an Integer Linear Program. Moreover, a heuristic has been proposed to solve the problem
in a time-efficient manner with larger networks.
We have examined the performance of the two proposed methods through extensive
simulations and the main conclusions of this study are summarized as follows:
• The proposed enhanced ILP model can provide much better QoS as compared
to the heuristic solutions. Moreover, it can provide effective resilience with little
additional overlay node resources. Although it is infeasible for use with larger
networks, it still provides a useful benchmark for evaluating existing and new
heuristic algorithms with small networks.
• The proposed heuristic can provide more effective backup paths compared to the
state-of-the-art best solution. However, it does not necessarily provide the best
quality of service. Moreover, a higher amount of additional substrate nodes may
be needed for effective backup purposes as compared to the ILP solution. Never-
theless, the heuristic has very low computational complexity as compared to the
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optimal solution.
8.2.4 Impact of Substrate Topology Information Availability and its
Accuracy on Provider-independent Overlay Performance
In this thesis, we have summarized the methodologies that can be employed to perform
the substrate topology discovery function for the ROMCA overlay. Based on this, we
have investigated the impact of the availability and accuracy of such information on
ROMCA overlay performance. To be more specific, we have examined the impact of IP
aliases and the presence of anonymous routers in the tracerouted paths for application
mapping. The following main conclusions can be drawn:
• Substrate topology discovery for the ROMCA overlay nodes can be implemented
using traceroute. However, there are lots of issues that need to be dealt with and
the inferred topology is usually incomplete/inaccurate.
• Through extensive examination of both real-network and synthetic topologies, we
have demonstrated that substrate topology information is of crucial importance
when attempting to obtain good performance with the proposed heuristic for appli-
cation mapping with both resilience and QoS guarantees;
• For the AR resolution techniques we have compared, the Neighboring Matching
resolution algorithm is the best in terms of reducing the overlap between the work-
ing and backup paths in the application mapping solution.
8.3 Future Work
Based on the work that have been carried out in the thesis, there are several topics that
could be considered for future work:
• Overlay Topology Construction
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1. We have discussed the ability of various overlay topology construction algorithms
for providing resilience against substrate failures. This is based on the assumption
that all the overlay nodes can obtain up-to-date information at the time of decision-
making. However, this depends on the setting determining the monitoring and
updating interval in the overlay layer. An investigation of different monitoring
settings might be worthwhile to examine the trade-off between responsiveness and
overhead.
2. The overlay node set is fixed for our evaluations although we do consider several
alternatives. It would be interesting to investigate how the selection of overlay
node locations affects the overlay performance. Since there are vast numbers of
nodes that can meet the substrate degree requirement and can be considered to be
overlay nodes, research focusing on network simplification done as in [146] might
be helpful in reducing the size of this problem.
• Application Mapping with Enhanced Resilience and QoS
1. We have proposed a heuristic for solving the application mapping with resilience
and QoS guarantees. It is fast when there is a solution, However, when no solution
exists, it takes a long time until all possibilities are exhausted. A straightforward
solution to this issue is to assign a time limit and stop searching when this limit
is reached. However, other techniques, such as Monte Carlo methods, have been
reported to perform fairly quick in solving decision-making problems [147]. There-
fore, it might be helpful to make the heuristic more computationally efficient in
the searching process.
2. According to the analysis of the ILP solution as compared to the heuristics, the
ILP solution can obtain much lower delay performance. Therefore, one interesting
topic that can be pursued is to investigate the possibility of improving the proposed
heuristic in terms of providing better QoS whilst ensuring non-overlap working and
backup paths.
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• The Impact of Substrate Network Availability and Accuracy on Provider-
independent Overlay Performance
We have investigated the impact of the IP aliases and the presence of ARs in the tracer-
outed paths on the overlay performance. There are a couple of topics that can be further
pursued in regard to:
1. Examining the impact of using inference methods with less overhead as summarized
in Chapter 6 on the performance of overlay in providing application mapping.
Obviously, this will impact on the accuracy of the inferred substrate topology
and may have different results than those obtained in this thesis given pairwise
tracerouting information.
2. Examining the usefulness of tomography-based methods for obtaining more accu-
rate substrate topologies. Tomography-based methods cannot be exploited directly
for obtaining complete substrate network information due to their high compu-
tational complexity. However, if partial information obtained using tomography
methods is incorporated, this might help improve the accuracy of the inferred sub-
strate topology when the traceroute tool is not usable (i.e. the first-hop router
discards all the tracerouting messages). This extension may further improve the
performance of application mapping with both resilience and QoS guarantees.
Appendix A
Discussion of the LO-MARG
Algorithm
A.1 Overview
For the proposed LO-MARG algorithm, Simulated Annealing (SA) is employed to find
a near-optimal solution. The following issues are considered and discussed: (1) how to
select the simulated annealing parameters so as to ensure a better solution (2) what is
the best cost function.
A.2 SA Procedure and Parameter Selection
As for the first problem, two simulated annealing procedures categorized according to
stopping criterion given in [148] are discussed. These two procedures are illustrated in
Figure A.1 1 and the notations used in this appendix are provided in Table A.1.
According to the discussion of parameters settings for the simulated annealing heuris-
1The simulated annealing procedure SA2 is explained in [149]. the Boltzman distribution mentioned
in this figure is explained in Equation (A.2).
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Figure A.1: Simulated annealing procedures: (a) procedure I (SA1); (b) procedure II
(SA2)
Table A.1: Notation and definition
Notation Definition
T Current Temperature
Tinitial Initial Temperature
S Current iteration Number
Eold The energy value of last iteration
Enew The energy value of current iteration
Ntry
Maximum iteration number of trials in
each round (temperature)
Nsuc
Maximum number of successful trials in
each round
Nmax Maximum number of rounds
N Current iteration number
NOG The number of overlay node
R A random value with the range (0, 1)
µ Cooling Rate
tic given in the survey [148], all the settings (including the value of initial temperature,
cooling schedule, number of iterations to be performed at each temperature and stopping
criteria to terminate the algorithm) depend on the nature of the problem. However, the
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following general guidelines are considered here:
• Initial temperature Tinitial should be considerably larger than the largest ∆E
encountered, where ∆E = Enew − Eold. We follow one of the adaptive methods
summarized in [148] to determine the initial temperature. To be more specific,
Tinitial =
∆Emaxinit
ln(χinit)
, where i ∈ (1, Ninit) (A.1)
Where ∆Emaxinit , χinit and Ninit are the maximum range of change recorded, the
acceptance ratio obtained during the initial temperature decision process and the
number of iteration employed for this process, respectively.
• Cooling rate µ is set between 0.8 and 0.99.
For a given simulation (i.e. 30 overlay nodes, overlay node degree of 5 with the
Skitter-based topology and cost function FF2), 10 distinct parameter selections for each
of these procedures are tested. The configuration of the SA parameters for each setting
is explained in detail in Table A.2. In both procedures, the acceptance probability Pr
of a new solution can be calculated using the following expression:
Pr(Enew) =

1 if Enew < Eold
1 if exp[−(Enew − Eold)/T ] > R, where T = Tinit × µS
0 otherwise
(A.2)
The metrics used to evaluate the SA procedures are listed as follows:
• Total iteration number (Stotal). Theoretically, it should be calculated as follows2:
Stotal =
 Nmax ×Ntry For SA1< Nmax ×Ntry For SA2 (A.3)
2For the SA2 procedure, only the upper bound can be obtained.
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Table A.2: Parameter configuration for SA procedure comparison
No. Proc. Tinitial Nmax µ Ntry Nsuc
1 SA1 Tinit 100 0.85 40*NOG —
2 SA1 Tinit 100 0.85 70*NOG —
3 SA1 Tinit 100 0.9 70*NOG —
4 SA1 Tinit 100 0.92 70*NOG —
5 SA1 Tinit 150 0.92 70*NOG —
6 SA1 Tinit 200 0.95 70*NOG —
7 SA1 2*Tinit 100 0.92 70*NOG —
8 SA1 Tinit 100 0.9 40*NOG —
9 SA1 Tinit 100 0.93 70*NOG —
10 SA1 Tinit 100 0.91 70*NOG —
11 SA2 Tinit 100 0.85 40*NOG 20*NOG
12 SA2 Tinit 100 0.85 70*NOG 20*NOG
13 SA2 Tinit 100 0.85 70*NOG 30*NOG
14 SA2 Tinit 100 0.9 70*NOG 30*NOG
15 SA2 Tinit 150 0.9 70*NOG 30*NOG
16 SA2 Tinit 100 0.92 70*NOG 30*NOG
17 SA2 2*Tinit 150 0.92 70*NOG 30*NOG
18 SA2 Tinit 200 0.95 70*NOG 30*NOG
19 SA2 Tinit 200 0.92 100*NOG 30*NOG
20 SA2 Tinit 150 0.92 70*NOG 40*NOG
• the best overlapping sum OLsum value and the iteration number Sbest when this
value is first obtained;
• the relative resilience performance of the overlay topology obtained using the LO-
MARG algorithm;
The results are illustrated in Figure A.2 and Figure A.3 3. According to the sim-
ulation results shown in Figure A.2, Configuration No. 10 works the best for the SA1
procedure whilst Configuration No. 16 is best for the SA2 procedure. Generally, a higher
iteration number and initial temperature will result in higher computational complexity.
Conversely, the computation complexity can be decreased by choosing a lower number of
maximum rounds for the annealing process and/or iteration numbers in each round but
this results in higher risk of overlap due to insufficient searching of the solution space.
3Only the resilience performance of three typical configurations is presented.
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Figure A.2: Simulation results of different parameter configurations for two SA proce-
dures
For both procedures, an appropriate setting of cooling rate as well as the iteration
number is needed in order to obtain a better solution. According to Figure A.2, the SA1
procedure generally incurs much higher computational effort than that of SA2 when
similar overlapping sum metrics are obtained. For instance, although the lowest over-
lapping sum is achieved by Configuration No. 10 with the SA1 procedure, its iteration
times are 55% higher than that of Configuration No. 16 with the SA2 procedure. More-
over, as shown in Figure A.3, a comparatively high relative resilience performance can
be achieved using Configuration No. 16 to that of Configuration No. 10. Thus, unless
otherwise stated, Configuration No. 16 is employed with SA2 for the simulations with
the same settings as discussed here. However, we are aware that configuration changes
may result in worse performance and thus change the SA configuration when necessary
as explained in Chapter 4 and Appendix B.
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Figure A.3: Relative resilience performance of three parameter configurations
A.3 Cost Function Comparison
As for the cost function employed with the LO-MARG algorithm, four different alterna-
tives are considered as listed below:
FF1 =
OL(LI , LJ)
| LI | where | LI |≤| LJ | (A.4)
FF2 =| LI | × | LJ | ×OL(LI , LJ) (A.5)
FF3 = OL(LI , LJ) (A.6)
FF4 =
 1 if OL(LI , LJ) 6= 00 otherwise (A.7)
Remarks:
• Cost function FF1 aims to count the percentage of overlap between a pair of virtual
links;
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• Cost function FF2 counts the weighted number of substrate nodes overlapping
between a pair of virtual links. The weight counts the number of substrate hops
covered by both virtual links;
• Cost function FF3 only counts the number of substrate nodes in common between
both virtual links;
• Cost function FF4 is a binary variable that denotes whether two virtual links
overlap or not.
• Cost function FF2 and FF3 are more accurate in terms of capturing the overlap-
ping characteristics whilst the other two cost functions have filtered information.
The advantage of cost function F4 is that it does not need complete underlying
topological information.
We have carried out simulations with Skitter-based and Whois-based topologies using
30 and 50 overlay nodes. The results with 50 overlay nodes and overlay node degree of 5
are shown in Figure A.4. According to the simulation results as depicted in this figure,
it can be seen that the best fitness function is FF2 and the worst is FF4. However, the
(a) Skitter-based (b) Whois-based
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Figure A.4: Cost function comparison
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figures show that different fitness functions yield similar performance when there is a
low number of failures. Unless otherwise stated, FF2 is employed as the cost function
for the SA-based LO-MARG algorithm.
A.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the analysis of the SA procedure and parameter
selection process for the LO-MARG algorithm. Moreover, different cost functions are
discussed. Configuration No. 16 together with cost function FF2 is chosen for the
LO-MARG algorithm use as a result.
Appendix B
Simulation Platforms and
Verification
B.1 Overview
The simulation platforms employed in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 7 are built
by the author. This appendix first explains the design of these platforms. Then, code
verification of these platforms and justification of some typical simulation settings and
assumptions are presented.
B.2 Overall Design of the Simulation Platforms (SP)
B.2.1 SP1: Overlay Topology Construction for Providing Resilience
Service
The main modules of this simulator include:
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• Substrate network importing module: It reads topology information using
specific formatting and calculates pairwise end-to-end paths if not given. Accept-
able formatting includes a link list file and topology files with delay, link and AS
information generated by the GT-ITM topology generator.
• Overlay node selection module: It selects a specified number of eligible sub-
strate nodes for use in overlay topology construction. It can randomly choose a
certain number of substrate nodes or follow certain strategies during the selection
process.
• Topology construction module: It implements various overlay topology con-
struction algorithms, including the proposed ones (i.e. LO-MARG, EDL-KMST
and RM-RG) and the existing ones (i.e. FM, TKMST, TKRC and KRC) given
accurate or inferred substrate topology information.
• Performance evaluation module: It evaluates the performance of various over-
lay construction topologies under different failure models and collects statistics.
The flow chart of this simulator (SP1) is illustrated in Figure B.1 (a).
B.2.2 SP2: Application Mapping with Resilience and QoS Guarantees
The main modules of this simulator include:
• Substrate network importing module: It reads topology information using
specific formatting and calculates pairwise end-to-end paths if not given. Accept-
able formatting includes topology files with delay, link and AS information gen-
erated by the GT-ITM topology generator and real-network topology information
with both pairwise delay and pairwise overlap information.
• Overlay node selection module: It randomly selects a specified number of
eligible substrate nodes for use in application mapping or uses the end hosts given
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in the real-network dataset.
• Application mapping module: It implements the proposed heuristic (i.e. pQoSMap)
and the best existing one (i.e. QoSMap) given exact or inferred topologies.
• Performance evaluation module: It evaluates the performance of the mapped
overlay solution and collects statistics including Davg, Owb and Cr and so forth.
The flow chart of this simulator (SP2) is illustrated in Figure B.1 (b).
B.2.3 SP3: Substrate Topology Inference
The main modules of this platform include:
• Network importing module: It reads topology information using specific for-
matting and calculates pairwise end-to-end paths if not given. Acceptable format-
ting includes the topology file with delay, link and AS information the GT-ITM
topology generator or the real-network traceroute dataset provided by the iPlane
Project.
• Initial Processing module: This module is only for use with the real network
dataset. It selects a subset of nodes that have tracerouting information given the
traceroute dataset. The criteria used during the subset selection process includes
(1) the chosen nodes should have complete traceroute paths (with or without AR
anonymous nodes) to all the other chosen nodes; (2) it should not include any
entry with no IP addresses.
• Anonymous node generation module: It assigns certain number of nodes to
be anonymous nodes of T-1 and T-3 as defined in Chapter 6. This is only used for
synthetic topologies.
• IP Alias resolution module: It resolves IP aliases using the analytic method
presented in [116].
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Figure B.1: Overall design of simulation platforms: (a) SP1: overlay topology construc-
tion; (b) SP2: application mapping; (c) SP3: substrate topology inference
• AR resolution module: It resolves AR nodes using different AR resolution
methods presented in [104].
• Performance evaluation module: It evaluates the performance of various tech-
niques with inferring topologies and collects evaluation metrics such as the number
of nodes, the number of links, AR ratio as well as information concerning the
inferred substrate topology for overlay use such as E2E delay and path overlap.
The flow chart of this simulator (SP3) is illustrated in Figure B.1 (c).
B.2.4 Relationship Among the SPs
As described in Section B.2.1 to B.2.3, the three platforms either share similar modules
or the outcome of one platform can be used as the input to another. The relationship
among these three platforms is depicted in Figure B.2.
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Figure B.2: The relationship among all the SPs
B.2.5 Design of the CPLEX-based ILP Solution
The enhanced ILP model proposed in Chapter 5 is solved using IBM ILP solver CPLEX.
We adopt the method utilized in [82] to simplify the complexity of solving the ILP model.
To be more specific, each application node establishes the connections to the candidate
overlay nodes so as to form a single topology in the ILP solution. Matlab is exploited to
generate the input format required by this ILP solver using the objective functions and
constraints specified in Chapter 5.
All the variables are defined in Chapter 5 and explained in their linear form except
Bm′ . We thus explain the implementation of this variable here in the ILP model for
completeness. Three new variables BABm′ , BWm′ and Mm′ are introduced.
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BABm′ is equal to 1 if an overlay node νm′ is used as an intermediate overlay node in
the backup path for LAB, otherwise 0. This new variable can be expressed using the
following equation:
BABm′ =

1 if ∃LAB,
∑
{νj′}B
AB
j′m′ = 1 ∩
∑
{νk′}B
AB
m′k′ = 1, (Intermediate)
0 if ∃LAB,
∑
{νj′}B
AB
j′m′ = 1 ∩
∑
{νk′}B
AB
m′k′ = 0, (Destination)
0 if ∃LAB,
∑
{νj′}B
AB
j′m′ = 0 ∩
∑
{νk′}B
AB
m′k′ = 1, (Source)
0 otherwise
, ∀νm′ ,∀LAB
(B.1)
which can be linearized using the same method for Φm′n,p′q′ linearization presented in
Chapter 5.
The second variable BWm′ is a binary and is equal to 1 when it is used as a backup
(note that it can be used as the hosting node as well); otherwise, 0. Therefore, BWm′
can be expressed as:
Bm′ =
 1 if ∃B
AB
m′ = 1 ∀LAB
0 otherwise
, ∀νm′ (B.2)
which can be linearized as follows:
BWm′ ≤
∑
LAB
BABm′ , ∀νm′ (B.3)
BWm′ ≥ BABm′ ∀νm′ , LAB (B.4)
The third variable Mm′ is a binary and is equal to one if νm′ is used as a hosting
node. Its formulation is similar to that of the BWm′ and thus omitted here.
Therefore, Bm′ can be expressed as:
Bm′ =
 1 if BWm′ = 1 and Mm′ = 00 otherwise , ∀νm′ (B.5)
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The relationship above can be expressed linearly using the following inequalities:
Bm′ ≤ 1−Mm′ ∀νm′ (B.6)
Bm′ ≥ BWm′ −Mm′ , ∀νm′ (B.7)
Bm′ ≤ BWm′ , ∀νm′ (B.8)
The correctness of the ILP solution is verified and explained in section B.3.
B.3 Code Verification
As the credibility of these platforms is important groundwork for this thesis, the sim-
ulation code has been debugged module by module with the help of breakpoints and
embedded error reporting code. Moreover, they are also verified exploiting one or more
of the following methods where appropriate:
• Testing a module/platform given a small input and comparing its output with the
hand-calculated output;
• Comparing the result of one algorithm with the optimal solution obtained through
other means given the same simulation setting (For example, the optimality of
the SA-based LO-MARG algorithm compared with that of the optimal solution
obtained by the “brute-force” method);
• Comparing the result of one simulator with that of the other (For example, com-
paring the heuristic with the ILP optimal solution for application mapping.);
• Comparing the result of a module/platform with results published by the work of
other researchers;
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Figure B.3: Verification of overlay topology algorithms in a small network
In the following, we present the verification of some key modules of these simulation
platforms exploiting the above-mentioned methods.
B.3.1 Verification of Overlay Construction Algorithms
Besides line by line debugging, we also use a small-network scenario to verify the correct-
ness of the algorithms with a deterministic output 1. The small network together with
the output is shown in Figure B.3 and the result shows that the output of the simulator
is the same as the result calculated by hand.
As for the optimality of the SA-based LO-MARG algorithm, we have tested it with
an overlay configuration of a small node population where the “brute-force” method can
be applied. One setting2 of the verification and the simulation result is explained in
Table B.1. As shown in the result, the LO-MARG algorithm can obtain the optimal
solution with much lower complexity as compared to that of the “brute-force” method
with the configured simulation setting.
1Algorithms decided with the help of random generated numbers cannot be evaluated with this method
since the output depends on the random number generated.
2We have also tried with the number of overlay nodes set to 6 and the result is similar and is thus
not presented here.
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Table B.1: Parameter setting for verifying the LO-MARG algorithm
Parameter Setting
Substrate Topology Skitter-based
Overlay Node Number 10
Overlay Node Degree 5
Cost Function FF2
SA Setting Configuration No. 16
Results
Brute-Force Iteration=3628800, Lowest OLsum = 2130
LO-MARG Iteration = 27618, Lowest OLsum = 2130
B.3.2 Verification of the ILP and the Heuristic for Application Map-
ping
For the correctness of the enhanced ILP model, we have exploited a small network with
different network settings for verification. Moreover, the correctness of the heuristic is
also checked by comparing its output with that of the ILP solution for the same-network
scenarios since the ILP solution can provide the optimal solution.
The small network is depicted in Figure B.4 and the results with three different
settings are presented in Figure B.5, Figure B.6 and Figure B.7 respectively. With the
scenario explained in Figure B.5, the ILP and the two heuristics can all obtain the
optimal solution. However, in a different scenario, both heuristics do not achieve the
lowest delay value whilst the ILP solution can do so at the expense with an extra overlay
node involved in the mapping solution. We have also changed the weight factors of the
ILP objective function and the result is presented in Figure B.8. The ILP solution can
also achieve no additional cost measured in the number of overlay nodes used for backup
only if required. In the third case, the QoSMap heuristic finds a solution with 100%
overlap between the working and backup paths whilst the proposed heuristic and the ILP
solution can avoid overlap with a a slightly higher value of average delay. In conclusion,
we verified the correctness of the implementation of both the ILP solution and the two
heuristics at least for these scenarios.
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Figure B.4: Verification scenarios for ILP and heuristics
Setting: Dmax= 6ms, Dx=Dy=Dz=1ms (For ILP, alpha=0.98, beta= gamma=0.01)
QoSMap pQoSMap Enhanced ILP Model
=Dall=9.00
=Dave=3.00
OL[1]=0
OL[2]=0
OL[3]=0
=OLsum=0
=OL%=0.00
mapped[6]=2
mapped[7]=4
mapped[8]=3
=C_r=0
======
=Dall=9.00
=Dave=3.00
OL[1]=0
OL[2]=0
OL[3]=0
=OLsum=0
=OL%=0.00
mapped[6]=2
mapped[7]=4
mapped[8]=3
=C_r=0
======
<variable name="Dl" index="0" value="9"/>
<variable name="Olww" index="1" value="0"/>
<variable name="BNWnum" index="2" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_1" index="232" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_1" index="233" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_1" index="234" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_2" index="235" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_2" index="236" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_2" index="237" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_6_3" index="238" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_7_3" index="239" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_3" index="240" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_4" index="241" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_4" index="242" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_8_4" index="243" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_5" index="244" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_5" index="245" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_5" index="246" value="0"/>
Figure B.5: Results for scenario 1
B.3.3 Verification of Substrate Topology Inference
The simulation platform for substrate topology inference consists of two main modules,
namely, IP alias resolution and anonymous router resolution. Hence, we verify their
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Setting: Dmax= 10ms, Dx= 8ms, Dy=1ms, Dz=2ms (for ILP, alpha=0.98, beta= gamma=0.01)
QoSMap pQoSMap Enhanced ILP Model
=Dall=11.00
=Dave=3.67
OL[1]=0
OL[2]=0
OL[3]=0
=OLsum=0
=OL=0.00
mapped[6]=1
mapped[7]=5
mapped[8]=4
=C_r=0
======
=Dall=11.00
=Dave=3.67
OL[1]=0
OL[2]=0
OL[3]=0
=OLsum=0
=OL=0.00
mapped[6]=1
mapped[7]=5
mapped[8]=4
=C_r=0
======
<variable name="Dl" index="0" value="10"/>
<variable name="Olww" index="1" value="2"/>
<variable name="BNWnum" index="2" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_6_1" index="260" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_1" index="261" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_1" index="262" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_2" index="263" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_7_2" index="264" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_2" index="265" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_3" index="266" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_3" index="267" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_8_3" index="268" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_4" index="269" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_4" index="270" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_4" index="271" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_6_5" index="272" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_5" index="273" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_5" index="274" value="0"/>
Figure B.6: Results for scenario 2
Setting: Dmax= 10ms, Dx= Dy=3ms, Dz=1ms (for ILP, alpha=0.98, beta= gamma=0.01)
QoSMap pQoSMap Enhanced ILP Model
=Dall=10.00
=Dave=3.33
OL[1]=2
OL[2]=1
OL[3]=1
=OLsum=3
=OL%=1.00
mapped[6]=2
mapped[7]=3
mapped[8]=4
=C_r=0
======
=Dall=12.00
=Dave=4.00
OL[1]=0
OL[2]=0
OL[3]=0
=OLsum=0
=OL%=0.00
mapped[6]=2
mapped[7]=5
mapped[8]=1
=C_r=0
======
<variable name="Dl" index="0" value="12"/>
<variable name="Olww" index="1" value="0"/>
<variable name="BNWnum" index="2" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_1" index="268" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_1" index="269" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_1" index="270" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_6_2" index="271" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_7_2" index="272" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_2" index="273" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_3" index="274" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_3" index="275" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_3" index="276" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_4" index="277" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_4" index="278" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_4" index="279" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_5" index="280" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_5" index="281" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_8_5" index="282" value="0"/>
Figure B.7: Results for scenario 3
correctness individually.
• IP Alias Resolution
Only the real-network dataset needs to use the IP alias resolution function. In order to
verify whether this function is implemented correctly, one example of the simulator’s IP
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Setting: Dmax= 10ms, Dx= 8ms, Dy=1ms, Dz=2ms (ILP Parameter Setting)
alpha=0.98, beta= gamma=0.01 alpha=gamma=0.01, beta=0.98
<variable name="Dl" index="0" value="10"/>
<variable name="Olww" index="1" value="2"/>
<variable name="BNWnum" index="2" value="1"/>
<variable name="Dl" index="0" value="11"/>
<variable name="Olww" index="1" value="0"/>
<variable name="BNWnum" index="2" value="0"/>     
<variable name="M_6_1" index="260" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_1" index="261" value="0"/>
<variable name="M 8 1" index="262" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_1" index="260" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_7_1" index="261" value="0"/>
<variable name="M 8 1" index="262" value="0"/>  _ _    
<variable name="M_6_2" index="263" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_7_2" index="264" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_2" index="265" value="0"/>
<variable name="M 6 3" index="266" value="0"/>
  _ _    
<variable name="M_6_2" index="263" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_2" index="264" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_2" index="265" value="0"/>
<variable name="M 6 3" index="266" value="0"/>  _ _    
<variable name="M_7_3" index="267" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_8_3" index="268" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_4" index="269" value="0"/>
<variable name="M 7 4" index="270" value="0"/>
  _ _    
<variable name="M_7_3" index="267" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_8_3" index="268" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_6_4" index="269" value="0"/>
<variable name="M 7 4" index="270" value="0"/>_ _
<variable name="M_8_4" index="271" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_6_5" index="272" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_5" index="273" value="0"/>
<variable name="M 8 5" index="274" value="0"/>
_ _
<variable name="M_8_4" index="271" value="1"/>
<variable name="M_6_5" index="272" value="0"/>
<variable name="M_7_5" index="273" value="1"/>
<variable name="M 8 5" index="274" value="0"/>_ _ _ _
Figure B.8: Comparison of weight factor settings on the ILP enhanced model
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Figure B.9: Hand-calculated output of the IP alias pair identification
alias resolution function is printed in the output window. The simulation output of the IP
alias resolution results for the path pair depicted in Figure B.9 is shown in Figure B.10.
According to our own analysis of the IP alias pair for these two paths in Figure B.9,
it matches the ones produced by the simulator. Therefore, the implementation of this
function is considered to be correct.
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Figure B.10: Corresponding simulation output of IP alias pair identification
• AR Resolution
In order to evaluate the correctness of different AR resolution techniques, we have com-
pared the statistics obtained in our simulator with that of the work in [104] given both
synthetic and real-network topologies.
Since we have no intention to evaluate the effectiveness of various techniques which
have been provided by their work in obtaining a topology closer to the true one, here we
use the following metrics:
1. Node ratio: The ratio of the number of nodes included between the inferred
topology and in the true topology;
2. Link ratio: The ratio of the number of links included between the inferred topol-
ogy and in the true topology;
3. AR ratio: The ratio of the number of AR nodes included between the inferred
topology and the true topology;
4. AR%: The percentage of nodes that are ARs nodes in the inferred topology;
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Table B.2: Evaluation of the inferred topologies exploiting different AR resolution meth-
ods
Metrics Raw IP NM GBI
For the synthetic topology (AR Ratio=10%)
Node Ratio 16.94 2.14 1.2 1.25
Link Ratio 17.97 1.81 1.26 1.27
AR Ratio 177.24 13.62 3.27 3.76
AR% 94.62% 57.52% 24.5% 27.23%
For the real-network topology
Node Number 11354 3347 3054 3078
Link Number 20435 6474 6181 6184
AR% 75.1% 15.51% 7.4% 8.1%
Since it is not possible to obtain the true topology information for the real-network
dataset, we use the number of nodes, the number of links and AR% instead for the real
network evaluation.
As shown in Table B.2, the data obtained for the synthetic topology are comparable
to that provided in Table II and III of the work [104] and the work [44], respectively.
The comparative values of the AR% metric for different AR resolution techinques in
both the synthetic and real topologies are similar. Please note that the metric values in
our network scenarios are different and generally larger because we infer the topology
among a group of end nodes (including forward and reverse paths for a end node pair)
whilst they only try to infer the topology from X sources to Y destinations where X is
far smaller than Y . Furthermore, the AR% obtained in the synthetic topology is bigger
than that in the real network because traceroute paths with all “*”s are avoided in the
real-network dataset when we select a subset of 201 end-nodes. However, in the synthetic
topologies, we still include this type of ARs since we have the true topology for complete
evaluation.
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B.4 Justification and Verification of Simulation Settings
and Assumptions
In this section, we present justification and verification for some typical settings and
assumptions made regarding simulation evaluation presented in this thesis.
B.4.1 Setting of the Random Failure Generation Iteration Number
The Mersenne Twister [150] random number generator has been implemented in the
simulation platforms with functions to set different seeds and functions that implement
different probability distributions. In Chapter 4, random failures are generated to eval-
uate the performance of various overlay construction algorithms. In this section, we
examine whether setting the iteration number of random failures to 1000 as suggested
by [48] is appropriate. In order to do so, we have changed the number of failure iterations
to 2000 and compared the results. We present the results given the overlay node popu-
lation and overlay node degree to 30 and 5, respectively, with the Whois-based AS-level
topology and they are shown in Figure B.11 3. As shown in the results, we believe that
the setting of 1000 random failures is reasonable since the relative error is within 0.6%
using the results averaged over 2000 iterations as the baseline.
B.4.2 Assumption of Fixed Overlay Node Set in Overlay Construction
for Providing Resilience Service
In Chapter 4, we assume that the overlay node set is fixed for performance evaluation
and we have used re-scaled AS-level topologies as simulation input. Here, we have tried
30 different sets of overlay node given the same AS-level graphs. Depending on the
overlay node set, the number of ASes included in the overlay is different, so we use the
3Since the graphs for different methods are similar, only the results for Full Mesh and LO-MARG
algorithms are presented here for clarity.
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Figure B.11: Failure generation iteration number verification: (a) the resilience of the
FM method over 1000 and 2000 (baseline) iterations; (b) the relative difference of the two
results in (a); (c) the resilience of the LO-MARG method over 1000 and 2000 (baseline)
iterations; (d) the relative difference of the two results in (c)
AS failure number as x-axis instead. The results are given in Figure B.12 4. As shown by
the relative performance of different methods in the graphs, we believe that the results
presented in Chapter 4 are typical. However, a discussion of the overlay node location
is not discussed in this thesis and is considered future work.
4The LO-MARG algorithm is not the best with the Skitter-based AS-level topology due to the setting
of the simulated annealing parameter settings. Since the difference between the best one (EDL-KMST)
and the LO-MARG algorithm is small, we choose not to go through the process presented in Appendix A
again. However, it can be undertaken by following the parameter setting process described in Appendix
A in order to achieve better performance with the LO-MARG algorithm.
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Figure B.12: Relative resilience of RM-RG, LO-MARG, TKMST and EDL-KMST aver-
aged over 30 different OG node sets: (a) with the Skitter-based AS-level topology; (b)
with the Whois-based AS-level topology
B.4.3 Impact of Regular Graphs with Different Girths in Overlay Con-
struction for Providing Resilience Service
We investigate the impact of regular graphs with different girths here. One of the
important properties of regular graphs is girth. Girth is defined as the length of the
shortest polygon in the graph, where a polygon is a sequence of edges and vertices
where no edge or vertex is included more than once except that the first vertex and last
coincide [77]. Simulations are carried out using regular graphs with girth equals to 3 and
5 respectively, given 30 overlay nodes and overlay node degree of 5 using the Skitter-
based AS-level topology. As shown in Figure B.13, there is no substantial difference
(i.e. <0.1%) between the results with different girths when the AS Failure number is
small (i.e. <10%). When the AS failure number increases, the regular graph with 5 can
perform better as compared to the one with girth 3. Moreover, we have assumed that
the regular graph is fixed as an input for simulation in the thesis. Hence, we can assume
the results are consistent for all methods.
As for the RM-RG method, we fixed the iteration number to be 30 and we have also
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Figure B.13: The impact of regular graphs with different girths on the LO-MARG algo-
rithm: (a) relative resilience; (b) relative difference using the results of regular graph
with girth equal to 5 as the baseline
verified this against a setting of 100 and the difference in results is within 0.15%. Hence,
we conclude a setting of 30 is reasonable.
B.4.4 Assumption of Fixed Overlay Node Set in Application Mapping
with Resilience and QoS Guarantees
In Chapter 7, we assume the candidate overlay node set is fixed for the performance
evaluation of the proposed heuristic with the synthetic topologies. In this section, we have
examined changing the seed of the random number generator for the candidate overlay
node selection process 30 times for one fixed application request scenario. Table B.3
provides the simulation settings and statistics. As provided in the table, the following
observations can be made:
1. In general, the degree of overlap obtained with the existing heuristic is significant
and the results presented in Chapter 7 are considered to be typical.
2. As for the delay performance, the proposed heuristic’s results are slightly worse
than that can achieved by the existing one. The reason that the proposed heuristic
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Table B.3: Simulation settings and statistics for different overlay node sets for application
mapping
Simulation Settings
Application Node Size 30
Application Topo. Type Full Mesh
Remaining Connectivity 100%
Overlay Node Size 80
Iteration Number 30
Simulation Results
Davg
Methods Value
QoSMap (Average): 266.34, (Std. Deviation): 19.79
pQoSMap (Average): 278.89, (Std. Deviation): 32.59
Owb
Methods Value
QoSMap (Average): 51.5% (Std. Deviation): 22.3%
pQoSMap 0
Cr
Methods Value
QoSMap 0
pQoSMap ≤ 2
has a wider delay performance than that of the existing one in terms of the delay
performance is that it is affected by the topology features of the substrate dur-
ing the mapping process whilst the existing heuristic does not consider substrate
topology information. Again, we consider the results presented in Chapter 7 to be
typical values for delay performance.
B.5 Summary
In this appendix, we have described the design of the simulation platforms used through-
out this thesis in detail. Moreover, we have also presented verification of the self-built
simulation platforms and some typical settings and assumptions.
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